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ABSTRACT 

ARSENIC AS A NATURALLY ELEVATED PARAMETER IN WATER 
SUPPLY WELLS IN EASTERN WINNEBAGO AND OUTAGAMIE 

oe COUNTIES, WISCONSIN 7 

Rebecca S. Burkel 

Concentrations of arsenic, ranging from 1.0 to 1200 micrograms per liter (ug/L), 
were detected in groundwater over a broad geographic region in Outagamie and 
Winnebago Counties in Wisconsin. The hydrologic and geochemical properties of the 

area were examined and the source of arsenic determined to be natural. Groundwater 

collected from two geologic formations, the St. Peter Sandstone and the overlying 
Platteville/Galena Dolomite, were found to be the principle sources of the elevated 

arsenic concentrations. These two formations supply most of the drinking water to a 
| large portion of eastern Wisconsin. | 

Arsenic levels of 10 ug/L or greater were found in 185 of 1037 water supply 
wells sampled in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties. When arsenic was detected at 
or above 10 pg/L, arsenic concentrations generally ranged between 10 ug/L and 16 
ug/L. These levels are below the NR 140 Wisconsin Administrative code 
enforcement standard (ES) of 50 He! L for groundwater but above the 5 ug/L 
preventative action limit (PAL). The enforcement standard of 50 wg/L for arsenic 
was exceeded in 37 of 1037 water supply wells sampled in Outagamie and Winnebago 
Counties. Arsenic was also detected in water supply wells at concentrations below 10 
pe/L. 

. Laboratory chemical analysis of sandstone and dolomite drill cuttings obtained 
: during construction of water supply wells in the area also revealed natural arsenic 

concentrations ranging from 1.7 to 67 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg). Water wells 
containing elevated levels of arsenic varied in depth from 18.3 m (60 feet) to 97.5 m 
(320 feet). These wells are cased off at varying depths generally within the 
Platteville/Galena Formation. However, some of the wells with elevated 
concentrations of arsenic have casings which terminate in the St. Peter Sandstone and 
the overlying Platteville/Galena Formation is not present. Results suggest that when 
present, the geologic contact between the St. Peter Sandstone and the overlying 
Platteville/Galena Formation is the predominant source of elevated arsenic 
concentrations within groundwater in the study area. 

Based on the data gathered from this study an arsenic advisory area for both 
~ Outagamie and Winnebago Counties was designated. Guidelines for well drillers and 

owners constructing new wells within the advisory area were developed to reduce the 
likelihood of arsenic presence in the water supply. Three wells containing arsenic 
concentrations exceeding the health advisory were successfully reconstructed or new 
wells were constructed based on the guidelines developed, which eliminated or 
substantially reduced arsenic levels in the well water supplies. 

Three wells were found within Outagamie County to have an unusually low pH. 
Preliminary results suggest that the cause for each of these wells unusually low pH is 

- of natural origin induced by the oxidation of pyrite or arsenopyrite, iron sulfide 
- minerals commonly associated with acid mine drainage. In this reaction pyrite is 

oxidized forming sulfuric acid. The presence of acidic water may cause metals to 
@ leach from native rock formations in to the water supply.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Approximately 15 percent of the United States population rely on privately owned 

and operated wells, cisterns, and springs for drinking water (EPA, 1990). Taken 

from a 1980 census of households occupied year round, an estimated 1,200,000 

households were receiving water from public water sources in Wisconsin in 1980 

(Lohr, 1985). There were an estimated 519,000 households receiving water from 

privately owned drilled, dug or other wells in Wisconsin (Lohr, 1985). It is 

estimated that on average approximately 10,000 new drilled wells are constructed and 

documented by well drillers each year in Wisconsin. Public water systems have to 

comply with both federal and state regulations to protect the public health. Private 

wells are not governed by these federal regulations and are often regulated toa 

limited degree by the states. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

(WDNR) requires that all wells be sampled and analyzed for coliform bacteria after 

construction. The individual well owner is responsible for the safety of their well 

water. Often due to the lack of knowledge, the well owner assumes the water to be 

in good condition. Most private wells have had limited testing, generally only for 

coliform bacteria and possibly some for nitrate. Private well owners in Wisconsin are 

not required to monitor their well water, however, the WDNR recommends that all 

| wells be monitored yearly for coliform bacteria and nitrate. Limited awareness of the 

public about well water and its monitoring has increased the potential for unsuspecting 

families to be impacted by groundwater contamination by many sources. 

Arsenic contamination in water supplies was first identified in Winnebago County, 

Wisconsin, in 1987, during a feasibility study for a landfill site. The proposed 

landfill was to be in Vinland Township. Eight private wells, five surface water 

@ points, along with numerous monitoring wells were sampled in the area around the 

proposed landfill site. Results for arsenic (As) analysis exceeded Wisconsin’s 

 ]
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groundwater preventative action limit of 5 parts per billion (ppb) As in five of the 

eight private wells sampled. In 1988, the WDNR performed followup sampling and | 

analysis. After sampling all other wells within a 1.6 km (1 mile) radius of the 

proposed landfill site, they found that 8 of the 22 private wells had levels of 10 ppb 

As or greater. Also, in 1987, a facility in Clayton Township, approximately 8.0 km 

(5 miles) further north tested their potable water supply and found high levels of As | 

(75 ppb). There is an active landfill near this facility, but wastes disposed did not 

contain As. Furthermore, the landfill exhibited no signs of leakage. Several other 

| potable wells were then sampled in the area and one had an As level greater than 10 

ppb (17 ppb). | 

Arsenic presents a potential health concern for individuals supplied by water with 

elevated arsenic concentrations. Some individuals in the area of concern have not had | 

their water tested for arsenic, therefore their level of risk is unknown. Long term 

low level exposure to arsenic, a known carcinogen, may cause changes in the skin 

which may lead to skin cancer. Routine water sampling or sampling just after well 

construction is generally only for bacteria and does not normally include analysis for 

| | arsenic. 

Objectives 

The objective of this project is to determine the lateral and vertical distribution of 

naturally occurring arsenic in groundwater and geologic formations. This information | 

is to be used to develop special well casing and well construction criteria. for new 

wells in affected areas. | 

Funds to meet these objectives were provided in September of 1991 by the 

Wisconsin Groundwater Fund. This fund was established in 1983 by the Wisconsin 

Legislature. It is a separate groundwater account which is used to fund groundwater 

management activities. The fund is continuously replenished through various @ 

| |
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. appropriated fees. Prior studies by the WDNR demonstrated the need for a more 

extensive investigation of the occurrence of arsenic in private water supplies in 

Outagamie and Winnebago Counties. Thus, this project was initiated. The work 

performed by the author was as a WDNR representative. On occasion other WDNR 

employees accompanied the author to aid in the data collection. 

© |
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CHAPTER 2 - OVERVIEW OF ARSENIC 

Properties 

Arsenic is a naturally occurring element in the Earth’s crust and is found in all 

living things. It ranks 20th in abundance in the Earth’s crust and 12th in the human 

body. Arsenic is present in the Earth’s crust in concentrations ranging from parts per 

billion to parts per million with the global average concentration being 1.8 ppm. 

| Naturally occurring arsenic is found primarily in sedimentary and igneous rocks 

(Irgolic, 1982) and tends to be associated with sulfide ores, volcanic or hydrothermal | 

activities. 

Arsenic is classified as a metalloid. In its elemental state arsenic is silver-gray 

or tin-white in color. Elemental arsenic is very insoluble in water and is nearly 

odorless and tasteless (Elmsley, 1985). Its atomic number is 33, atomic weight 

74.92, density 5.727 g/cm °, and melting point 817 °C. 

Water soluble arsenic compounds may occur in both organic and inorganic 

_ forms. Arsenic can be altered into one. or more forms by biological and/or 

chemically mediated reactions. The form in which arsenic is found in water is 

dependent on the Eh, pH, organic content, suspended solids, dissolved oxygen, and 

other elements in the water (Eisler, 1988). Arsenic exists primarily as a dissolved 

ionic species in water (Eisler, 1988). Arsenic associated with particulates accounts 

for less than one percent of the total arsenic in waters (Eisler, 1988). It can be found 

in four oxidation states (+5, +3, 0, -3) in aquatic systems. Arsenic is rarely found 

in the elemental state in water and the -3 state only at very low Eh values (Eisler, 

1988). Common forms of arsenic found in natural waters are arsenite, arsenate, 

methanearsonic acid, and dimethylarsinic acid (Eisler, 1988). Arsenate [As**] and 

arsenite [As**] are the most common forms of arsenic found in groundwater. The 

most toxic form of arsenic is the arsenite form (Eisler, 1988). Pentavalent arsenic, 

the most common species in water, is favored under conditions of high dissolved @
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oxygen (high Eh) and basic pH (Eisler, 1988). Lower Eh conditions favor the 

| presence of arsenites and arsenic sulfides (Eisler, 1988). 

Arsenic in various inorganic or organic forms may be found in the air, water, or_ 

soil. Arsenic enters the environment through natural processes or via human activity. 

Presently, anthropogenic sources are thought to contribute three times more arsenic 

than natural sources (Eisler, 1988). Some anthropogenic sources of arsenic are fossil 

fuel combustion, pesticide use, copper and lead smelting, and improper disposal of 

arsenic compounds. Natural forces that influence the presence of arsenic are volcanic 

| - emissions, and weathering of arsenic containing rocks, arsenopyrite (FeAsS) and 

realgar (AsS). Arsenic tends to exist naturally with sulfide ores of iron, nickel, and 

cobalt (Eisler, 1988). | | 

Uses 

Arsenic compounds have been used historically for many different purposes such 

| as in medicine, pesticides and herbicides. Both inorganic and organic arsenicals have 

been used for centuries. Arsenic compounds have been used for medicinal purposes 

since the time of Hippocrates, ca. 400 B.C. (Eisler, 1988), with legend having it that 

Hippocrates used an arsenic sulphide ore, realgar as a remedy for sores (Elmsley, | 

1985). Organic arsenicals have been used for the treatment of syphilis, yaws, 

amoebic dysentery, and rypanosomiasis (Eisler, 1988). 

| From the 1200’s to the 1650’s, arsenic found its way to homicidal use (Eisler, 

1988). White arsenic or arsenic trioxide was the most common form used for this 

purpose. It may give a slightly sweet taste to no taste at all (Elmsley, 1985). 

Arsenic trioxide is only slightly soluble in water, however, a solution that is saturated 

a can easily contain a lethal dose. In World War II arsenic was used as a ingredient in 

e a poison gas called, lewisite (Eisler, 1988). 

| |
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Arsenical drugs are still used today in medicine and animal husbandry. Some 

arsenic based drugs are used to treat certain tropical diseases, such as African ;: 

sleeping sickness and amoebic dysentery (Eisler, 1988). Arsenical drugs are also 

used in veterinary medicine to treat parasitic diseases such as filariasis in dogs (Eisler, 

1988). Arsenic is known for it use in the pig and poultry industry; it promotes 

~ animal growth (Eisler, 1988). These industries use a substance called roxarsone. . 

Roxarsone-fed pigs and hens tend to gain weight 3 per cent faster, therefore, its use is 

cost effective for the production of swine and poultry (Elmsley, 1985). 

Arsenic compounds have been used both historically and presently as pesticides 

and herbicides. Arsenic combined with copper was used to control the Colorado 

beetle in the late 1800’s (EPA, 1982). Arsenic was also combined with lead and used 

to control the gypsy moth (EPA, 1982). Inorganic arsenicals such as arsenates of 

calcium, copper, lead, and sodium and arsenites of sodium and potassium have been 

used for centuries as insecticides, herbicides, and desiccants (Eisler, 1988). Sodium 

arsenite has been used for aquatic weed control and as weed killer along roadsides. 

Calcium arsenates have been used by cotton and tobacco growers against insects like | 

: the boll weevil (Eisler, 1988). Lead arsenate has been used to control insects on fruit 

trees, and the codling moth in apple orchards (Eisler, 1988). By the 1920’s arsenical 

pesticide use had grown and numerous poisonings from treated fruit and vegetables 

encouraged the search for other pesticides (Eisler, 1988). Today, arsenic compounds 

remain in use in large quantities as insecticides, herbicides, desiccants, wood 

| preservatives and growth stimulants for plants and animals. Manufacturers of metal, . 

glass and electronic components, and medicinal and veterinary applications utilize 

smaller amounts of arsenic (Eisler, 1988). 

Human activities have increased arsenic concentrations in certain areas and hence 

the potential for human exposure has increased. Some human activities elevating 

arsenic concentrations in the environment are: (1) the smelting and refining of gold, ©
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silver, copper, zinc, uranium, and lead ores; (2) the combustion of fossil fuels; (3) 

careless or extensive use of arsenical pesticides; (4) the manufacture of glass and (5) 

the placement of water wells in naturally arseniferous rock (Eisler, 1988). The 

largest anthropogenic source of arsenic in the environment is from agricultural 

applications (Eisler, 1988). All of these anthropogenic sources can be leached and | 

cause elevated arsenic levels in groundwater. 

Health Concerns 

Since arsenic is ubiquitous, it is important to understand that humans and animals 

are continually exposed to it. The average person in the United States is estimated to 

consume 45-50 pg/day of total arsenic, excluding that from tap water (Smith et al, 

1992). Therefore, arsenic is continually replenished in our bodies through our diet, 

. primarily from seafood, meat and poultry (80%), and grains and cereals (17%) (Smith 

et al, 1992). : 

Arsenic enters the body through three main routes. It may be ingested through 

food or water consumption, inhaled via the air, or absorbed through the skin and 

mucous membranes (Eisler, 1988). For most people, the largest source of arsenic 

comes from food with smaller amounts coming from drinking water and air. 

Arsenic can enter these intake sources via natural and man-made routes. Arsenic 

can be introduced into food through pesticide use and animal feed. Drinking water 

- can contain arsenic from natural mineral deposits, placement of water wells in 

naturally arseniferous rock, pesticide use, and improper disposal of arsenical 

compounds. The principle source of arsenic in air in the U.S. results from the 

combustion of fossil fuels (Eisler, 1988). 

. Adverse health effects from arsenic consumption are highly dependant on many 

factors. These factors include the amount or dose of arsenic ingested, the duration of 

® arsenic ingestion, and the chemical form of arsenic present. The toxicity of arsenicals 

|
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seems to be directly related to the solubility of the specific chemical species in water 

| and body fluids (Eisler, 1988). In general the species toxicity diagram of arsenic | 

from greatest to least toxic follows the order: 

Inorganic Organic Inorganic Organic 

Arsines > Arsenites > Trivalent > Arsenates > Pentavalent > Arsonium > Elemental 
Compounds Compounds Compounds Arsenic 

Most Toxic —————— OP Least Toxic 

Elemental arsenic is the least toxic form and the least soluble form. Inorganic 

arsenites and arsenates are more toxic and more soluble in body fluids and water than 

is the elemental form of arsenic. Arsenate, [(+5) oxidation state] is less toxic than 

arsenite, [(+3) oxidation state] (Frank and Clifford, 1986). Arsenite, however, is 

more soluble in body fluids than arsenate which causes it to be more toxic. However, 

the body has mechanisms which can convert arsenic from the +5 oxidation state to | 

the +3 oxidation state giving rise to the more toxic form (Eisler, 1988). The major 

toxic effect of arsenic is its ability to inactivate sulfhydryl containing enzyme systems 

(Eisler, 1988, Marquis, 1989). 

Once arsenic enters the body, the gastrointestinal tract and lungs begin to absorb 

it (Marquis, 1989). Cells accumulate arsenic through an active transport system 

| | (Eisler, 1988). Skin absorption of arsenic is much slower than that of the 

| | gastrointestinal tract and lung absorption (Marquis, 1989). Within 24 hours of 

ingestion, arsenic is distributed to all body tissues but it is more concentrated in the 

liver, kidney, lung, and spleen (Marquis, 1989). Most arsenicals are rapidly excreted 

from the body in the urine during the first few days after ingestion (Eisler,1988). By 

. the second week after ingestion, some arsenic is deposited in the skin, hair, and bones 

(Marquis, 1989). Inorganic arsenic, however, does not enter the brain. Apparently e
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the blood-brain barrier prevents the movement of arsenic to the brain. Arsenic does 

| cross the placenta, however, and can effect the fetus. 

Between one and twelve hours after acute poisoning, symptoms may appear 

(Marquis, 1989). The most common symptoms seem to be related to the 

gastrointestinal tract (Marquis, 1989). These symptoms include burning of the throat, 

difficulty in swallowing, nausea, and severe abdominal pain. Other symptoms include 

| profuse watery and bloody diarrhea and bloody vomiting (Marquis, 1989). Vomiting 

\ can appear anywhere from 20 minutes to 12 hours after ingestion of arsenic 

depending upon the amount of food present in the stomach at that time (Elmsley, 

1985). Food generally slows the absorption of arsenic (Elmsley, 1985). The 

cardiovascular system may respond anywhere from 30 to 120 minutes after ingestion 

(Marquis, 1989). The symptoms may be hypotension (low blood pressure), cyanosis, 

(a bluish or purplish coloration of the skin) or electrocardiogram changes (Eisler, 

1988, Marquis, 1989). The kidneys may be effected causing blood, proteins, and 

sugar to appear in the urine (Marquis, 1989). The central nervous system can also be 

threatened by the arsenic causing symptoms such as headaches, delirium, muscle 

| spasms, weakness, numbness and tingling in the arms and legs, coma, and 

, convulsions (Eisler, 1988, Marquis, 1989). Death may occur within 36 to 96 hours 

| of digestion (Elmsley, 1985). 

| Chronic poisoning by arsenic can cause heart failure, edema, blackfoot disease, 

~ anorexia, nausea, diarrhea, weight loss, and cirrhosis of the liver (Eisler, 1988, | 

. Marquis, 1989). Some chronic effects on the nervous system include numbness and 

tingling in the legs and arms, lethargy, weakness, and paralysis of the legs (Eisler, 

1988, Marquis, 1989). Hyperpigmentation of the skin, appearance of small corns on 

| the palms, soles, and trunk may appear along with hoarseness, hair loss, and | 

thickening of the skin can also be signs of chronic arsenic poisoning (Eisler, 1988, 

@ Marquis, 1989). 

| |
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Arsenic is considered to be a carcinogen, teratogen and mutagen (Eisler, 1988, | 

Marquis, 1989). When ingested, arsenic can cause skin tumors and when inhaled, it 

may cause lung tumors (Meyer, 1989). Arsenic can cross the placental barrier and 

produce fetal abnormalities and death in many species (Eisler, 1988). Chronic arsenic 

toxicity has been associated with chromosomal abnormalities (Eisler, 1988). Long 

term effects of exposure to low levels of arsenic can increase the risk for skin cancer, 

and may cause digestive problems. 

Arsenic exposure can be identified by analysis of blood, urine, fingernails or hair. 

Blood is a useful indicator of only very recent exposures (Eisler, 1988). Most arsenic 

is cleared from the blood within a few hours after ingestion (State of Wisconsin Toxic 

Chemical Series, 1990). Urine tests are also often used to indicate recent exposure to 

arsenic. Most absorbed arsenic is eliminated through the urine within a few days : 

after exposure (Eisler, 1988). The arsenic level in hair and nails may be a useful 

| indicator to measure chronic exposure because it tends to accumulate in the hair and | 

nails (Eisler, 1988). This test, however, is not conclusive evidence of a high dose of 

arsenic because arsenic can come from both internal and external sources (Eisler, 

1988). 

Treatment for arsenic poisoning depends on the dose acquired. The initial 

concern for the treatment of acute arsenic poisoning is to remove the arsenic from the . 

gastrointestinal tract. This may be accomplished by vomiting, or consuming activated 

charcoal (Marquis, 1989). Arsenic is opaque to radiation and can be seen on x-ray 

film (Marquis, 1989). The abdomen can be x-rayed to see if there is still a presence 

of arsenic in the gastrointestinal tract (Marquis, 1989). The next treatment consists of 

| using a chelating agent such as BAL (British Anti-Lewisite or dimercaptopropanol) to 

enhance excretion of the absorbed arsenic from the body (Carlson, Ellis, and 

McCann, 1986). Three to five mg/kg of BAL is given to the patient every four hours 

until the gastrointestinal symptoms have subsided and the absorption of arsenic has | © 

|
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| ceased (Marquis, 1989). Some literature suggest that selenium may reduce arsenic’s | 

carcinogenic effects (Carson, Ellis, and McCann, 1986). 

At the present time the drinking water standard for total arsenic is 50 pg/L. This 

was established by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) in 1986. Normally arsenic 

levels are not tested in private wells unless specifically requested. But when arsenic 

levels are determined and concentrations exceed the drinking water standard, users of 

the well are informed that the water should not be used for drinking or food 

preparation purposes. The reason is that chronic exposure to arsenic in groundwater 

may produce harmful side effects, especially skin cancer, for those relying on arsenic 

contaminated groundwater for their drinking water (EPA, 1982). 

Long-term low-level human exposure to arsenic has occurred and continues to | 

occur at some homes in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties supplied by potable 

water containing elevated arsenic concentrations. Treatment for long-term low-level 

arsenic exposure is to remove the source of arsenic. After stopping arsenic intake 

most symptoms disappear. To date at least two families in the area attribute various 

health symptoms to arsenic ingestion and the disappearance of symptoms to the 

discontinuation of using arsenic contaminated water. Proper means of avoiding 

arsenic exposure are to purchase bottled water for consumption and food preparation, 

to use an approved treatment device for the removal of arsenic from the water supply, 

or to reconstruct an existing well or to drill a new well. | 

Additional arsenic exposure can also occur through airborne inorganic compounds 

in the workplace. This exposure is regulated by Occupational Safety and Health | 

Administration (OSHA). The most common cause of arsenic exposure in the 

workplace is from inhalation of inorganic arsenic compounds (Meyer, 1989). The 

- threshold limit value over a period of eight hours is 5 wg/m°’. The Department of 

) Transportation regulates the transportation of arsenic compounds. All compounds 

© must be labeled as a poison and they are to be kept away from food items.
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Geology of Outagamie and Winnebago Counties 

Knowledge of the geology of both counties is important because the arsenic found | 

in the groundwater is believed to be of natural origin from the dissolution of arsenic 

containing rock. The geology of both Outagamie and Winnebago Counties are 

described in publications by LeRoux (1957) and Olcott (1966) in the Geological 

Survey Water-Supply Papers 1421 and 1814, respectively. 

The crystalline rocks of the Precambrian age underlie all of Outagamie and 

Winnebago Counties. The Precambrian crystalline rocks are composed primarily of 

granite. The Precambrian rock impedes the downward movement of groundwater | 

from the overlying Cambrian sandstones (Olcott, 1966). The Precambrian rock yields 

: little to no water to wells drilled into it; water is only obtained from the fractures 

| within it. Little is known about the depth of the Precambrian crystalline rock. The 

Precambrian surface is thought to be relatively smooth, dipping to the southeast at a 

rate of about 3.8 m/km (20 ft/mi) (Olcott. 1966). Olcott, however, mentions the 

presence of ridges or knobs in the Precambrian surface which, in places, may ascend 

several hundred feet (Olcott, 1966). Furthermore, Olcott states that the presence of 

knobs or ridges of this nature could hinder the horizontal movement of groundwater | 

through the overlying Cambrian sandstones. Where highs occur on the Precambrian 

surface the thickness of the overlying sandstones is reduced (Olcott, 1966). 

| Above the Precambrian crystalline rocks lie the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks 

which comprise what is collectively referred to by Olcott and LeRoux as the 

Sandstone aquifer. The Sandstone aquifer is labeled as such because, excluding the 

upper dolomite unit, all the units are hydraulically interconnected even though they 

are of different lithology and permeability (Olcott, 1966). These rocks are made up 

primarily of sandstone but also contain some limestone. The Cambrian and 

Ordovician units generally dip at the same rate as the underlying Precambrian rock in 

@
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a southeastward direction. Figure 1 is a geologic cross-section of Outagamie and 

| Winnebago County. 

The Cambrian sequence rests on the irregular and highly eroded surface of the 

Precambrian rock (Olcott, 1966). The Cambrian System comprises three formations, 

the Trempealeau, Franconia, and Dresbach. The Cambrian System is made of fine to 

coarse grained sandstone. These sandstones are a major source of groundwater 

especially for municipal wells. The surface of the Cambrian System is fairly regular 

and smooth (Olcott, 1966). 

The Ordovician System contains the Prairie du Chien Group, the St. Peter 

Sandstone, and the Platteville/Galena Formation. The Prairie du Chien is a relatively 

unproductive water yielding unit. The Prairie du Chien Group consists of dolomite 

with thin layers of white sandstone and green shale (Olcott, 1966). The upper surface 

of the Prairie du Chien is highly irregular (Olcott, 1966). A limited amount of water 

is found in fractures, joints, and bedding planes (Olcott, 1966). The Prairie du Chien 

has a lower permeability than that of the underlying Cambrian sandstones and it may 

hinder the vertical migration of groundwater (Olcott, 1966). 

The St. Peter Sandstone is a productive water-yielding unit. It consists of fine to 

coarse-grained dolomitic sandstone (LeRoux, 1957). The St. Peter Sandstone rests on 

the Prairie du Chien Group filling in low areas but it is absent on the Prairie du Chien 

highs (Olcott, 1966). Water yields from the St. Peter Sandstone are limited by the 

_ presence of shale and by the limited thickness of the formation. Thicknesses range 

| from 0 to 30.5 m (0 to 100 ft) in the study area (Thwaites, 1961). 

The overlying Platteville/Galena Formations are composed of sandy-gray to 

| bluish-gray dolomite with fine to medium grained sandstone found near the base 

_ (Olcott, 1966). The formations are located generally in the eastern part of both | 

counties and generally yields little water to wells (LeRoux, 1956). The water that is 

© present is found in joints, bedding planes and fractures within the rocks. The
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- Platteville/Galena has a lower permeability than the St. Peter Sandstone below and 

therefore may cause artesian conditions within the underlying unit (Olcott, 1966). 

The groundwater flows in a southeasterly direction across both counties (Figure 2). 

A map of the bedrock geology of both counties is found in Figure 3. The maps 

of the geology of Winnebago and Outagamie Counties provided by Olcott and 

LeRoux, collectively contain a discrepancy at the interface of the two (Figure 3). The 

oo St. Peter Sandstone should follow continuously down through Winnebago and the 

Prairie du Chien should also extend continuously through Winnebago County. This 

discrepancy is transferred as found in Geological Survey Water Supply Papers 1814 | 

and 1421. The discrepancy in this area is approximately 1 to 2 km (1 mile). 

©
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; Potentiometric Contours of Outagamie and Winnebago Counties, Wisconsin 
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF OUTAGAMIE AND WINNEBAGO COUNTIES, WISCONSIN 
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o CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY 

Water Sample Collection and Analysis 

WDNR Sample Population : 

| The objective of the initial sampling program was to determine to what extent 

arsenic contamination occurs in private wells within Outagamie and Winnebago 

| Counties. Sampling sites were selected based on the availability of well construction 

reports, the ability to contact the present home owner, the location of the well, and 

the presence or absence of St. Peter Sandstone. Based on the lithology identified 

from well construction reports, wells were selected for sampling. After selection of | 

specific wells as potential sample locations, the owners were contacted. Permission | 

was requested verbally over the telephone to collect a water sample from their well. 

The owner was given the option to refuse permission to sample his/her well. If the 

owner declined permission, the well was not sampled. If the owner chose to — 

cooperate, a mutually convenient time was set up to collect the well water sample. If 

sample analysis revealed an elevated level of arsenic in a specific locale, other wells 

in the immediate vicinity were selected and sampled. However, not all existing wells 

Close to a well with a high level of arsenic were sampled because of cost constraints. 

The study objective was to determine over what geographic extent arsenic existed in 

private water supplies and whether the presence of arsenic was influenced by human 

- or natural sources. 

7 Samples were collected following guidelines set up in the 1987 Wisconsin 

| Department of Natural Resources Groundwater Sampling Procedures Field Manual 

and the 1987 Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Groundwater Sampling 

- Procedures Guidelines both developed by Lindon Feld, and Connelly. Briefly, the 

sample collection procedures are as follows: All samples were collected from a cold 

© water tap that did not receive water from the plumbing line after a treatment device 

e.g. a water softener or filter. This requirement was confirmed either visually at the
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time of sampling or verbally with the owner prior to sampling. Samples that could ; 

only be obtained from water lines after these devices were documented. Most | 

samples were collected at the sample tap directly after the pressure tank, or at an 

| outside faucet. Samples were collected after flushing the water supply tap for three to 

five minutes or after the pump started running. This procedure was used to ensure 

the water sample represented in situ groundwater and not water standing in the pipes. , 

All samples were collected in appropriate sample containers supplied by the . 

Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene (WSLH). The samples were preserved and 

| labeled as per the requirements by the WSLH. Preservation methods and sample 

bottle requirements for analysis are listed in Appendix I. All samples were sent to the 

WSLH for arsenic analysis and other metals or parameters if indicated. The methods . 

used by the WSLH for individual analysis are documented in Appendix I. Note that 

methods used by the WSLH changed over the course of this study and therefore, the 

detection limits for arsenic may differ from well to well. 

| _ After receiving analytical results from the laboratory, well owners were notified . 

of their results via a form letter. If the As concentration exceeded the health | 

advisory, the form letter contained (1) an advisory notice not to drink the water or use 

it in food preparation, (2) telephone numbers of individuals from various agencies to 

contact for more information about arsenic, (3) information about cost sharing 

programs available to them and (4) telephone numbers of individuals to contact about ! 

'. reconstruction of their existing well or drilling a new well. If their As result was | 

| below the health advisory they were also notified. | 

WDNR and Department of Health Sample Populations | 

| The WDNR along with the Departments of Health for Outagamie and Winnebago 

Counties initiated a second well water sampling program for private homeowners in 

affected areas to have their water tested for arsenic. A news release was distributed ®
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| to all major media sources to inform the public of the potential for arsenic 

contamination in wells within a specific geographic area. The initial area of potential 

arsenic contamination was defined using prior results. The area was described using 

major roads as division lines (Figure 4). These arbitrary lines were general and not 

meant as a final determination as to where arsenic was or was not present. Instead, 

the lines provided a communicable boundary around an area to indicate a greater 

likelihood of arsenic impact to the public. When these boundaries were selected, it 

was recognized that arsenic might exist in wells outside these boundaries. 

The Outagamie and Winnebago County Health Departments provided arsenic 

sample kits to interested private homeowners from October 5 to October 19, 1992, for 

a fee of $ 20.00. When obtaining a sampling kit, the owner was given a unique 

identification number, a corresponding uniquely numbered identification pin, a well | 

information survey, and an arsenic information packet. The well owner then placed 

the pin on a map corresponding to the location of the well to be sampled. The private 

a homeowner also filled out the well information survey to aid WDNR personnel in 

finding the corresponding well log. The well location and well information survey 

| was used by the WDNR to obtain a well construction report which should have been 

filed by the well driller after well construction. Well construction reports filed by 

well drillers can be found in files located at WDNR offices. In some instances well 

construction reports are not available because they were not filed by the well driller 

- or location information about the well is incorrect. 

The arsenic information packet supplied by the Health Departments and the 

WDNR explained various health effects of arsenic, where the arsenic problem had 

been identified, the possible cause of arsenic contamination, approved treatment units 

: available for removal of arsenic from well water and how to take a sample for 

S | arsenic. After homeowners collected the water samples, they returned the samples to 

the County Department of Health. The Department of Health then brought the
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| samples to Badger Laboratory in Appleton, Wisconsin, for arsenic analysis. Badger 

Laboratories analyzed each sample by high temperature graphite furnace atomic 

absorption methods. They reported that this method had a 2 pg/L lower detection 

limit. All homeowners who participated in the arsenic sampling were advised of their 

As result via a postcard sent from the respective county health department. Private 

homeowners who did not want to participate in the arsenic sampling program but 

desired to know more about arsenic contamination were provided with the arsenic 

information packet by either the WDNR or county health departments free of charge. 

Data Handling - Geographic Information System (GIS) 

The Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer software program 

designed to handle large quantities of data for particular geographic regions. GIS is 

useful to present geographical data in a detailed map format. In this study water | 

quality and well location data from wells sampled for arsenic was compiled and used 

| to aid in interpretation of arsenic contamination. Resource maps that were used by 

the WDNR as base layers to produce the arsenic contamination maps were those 

supplied in the reports by LeRoux, 1957 and Olcott, 1966. Both sources contained 

maps of bedrock geology and piezometric contours. The bedrock geology and 

piezometric surface map for Winnebago County, Water-Supply Paper 1814, Plate 1, 

was published in 1963. This map was digitized for the GIS at a scale of 2.54 cm (1 

i in) equals 1.61 km (1 mi) using PC ARC/INFO. The bedrock geology for Outagamie 

| County was digitized from Water-Supply Paper 1421, Plate 2, published in 1954 at a 

scale of 1.91 cm (3/4 in) equals 1.61 km (1 mi). The piezometric surface for 

Outagamie County was digitized from Water-Supply Paper 1421, Plate 5 published in 

7 1954 at a scale of 1.91 cm (3/4 inch) equals 1.61 km (1 mi). Since the 

potentiometric surface contours were mapped in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the 

e potentiometric surface may not be the same today due to potential drawdown from
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water consumption and precipitation changes. Road and hydrology information for | 

Outagamie County was received from the Outagamie County Health Department. The 

Winnebago County road network was received via digitizing of topographic maps 

from the WDNR, Madison. All well locations were digitized from topographic maps 

and data entered using the software package Paradox. 

Geophysical Well Investigation Methods 

Inflatable Packer Test 

Packer tests are used to isolate and sample specific subsurface water-bearing 

| zones within a well. Thus, these tests can be used to determine potential areas in the 

subsurface causing poor water quality. The packer assembly often consists of two 

inflatable packers and a water pump (Chapter 4, Figures 8 and 10). The goal of the 

. packer test is to pump water from between the packers to obtain a representative 

composite of the water that enters the well from a specific zone. Thus, the quality of 

the water pumped from the entire well can be compared to water pumped from 

distinct zones of the well to identify variations in water quality. | 

| The integrity of the packer seals are important and is typically monitored 

throughout each packer test by a water level indicator. If the water level above the 

top packer were to fluctuate it would indicate a possible faulty top packer seal. If the 

| packer assembly was not sealed properly the water obtained from the packer test 

| would not be a true representation of the water quality or quantity that would be 

| received from that portion of the formation. The ability to monitor the packer seals is 

based on the design of the packer assembly. Packer tests were conducted at the 

| Spreeman and the Olson wells. Due to the type of packer assembly used by Layne- 

. Northwest, the contractor conducting the Spreeman packer tests, the integrity of the 

bottom packer seal could not be monitored. During each of the packer test intervals 

at the Spreeman site, Layne-Northwest personnel indicated that there were no e
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fluctuations in water levels above the packer assembly. This observation suggests that 

the upper packer was sealed properly. The design of the packer assembly used by 

Luisier Well Drilling, the contractor at the Olson site, allowed monitoring the 

. integrity of both packer seals. Water samples were only collected from the packer 

tests that had confirmed the integrity of packer seals by water level measurements 

above and below the packer assembly with little fluctuation during pumping. 

Unused water pumped from all packer test intervals at each site was collected in a 

large holding tank for later disposal. When the large container of wastewater was 

full, it was dumped in an approved nearby sanitary sewer. Approval for disposal was 

obtained by the WDNR for both the Spreeman and Olson packer testing sites. 

Caliper Log 

A caliper log is a graphical representation of the diameter (shape) versus the 

depth of the borehole. The caliper log can be used to determine the presence of 

fracture patterns within limestones and sandstones and caving or erosion in the 

| borehole in a particular geologic formation. This information can be used to 

determine if a packer assembly would properly seal when installed. Caliper logs are 

obtained by using a mechanical caliper to measure differences in borehole diameter 

with depth. The mechanical device usually consists of a probe with three adjustable 

arms. The measurements are obtained from three arms pushing against the side of the 

7 borehole. The movement of the arms is transformed into an electrical output which is 

translated to variations in the diameter of the borehole. A caliper log of the | 

Spreeman well was obtained on February 3, 1993, by Layne-Northwest over the 

entire well. The caliper results from Layne-Northwest are found in Appendix II. 

os Layne-Northwest interpreted the results of the caliper log to indicate that the well had 

| e no abnormality that would result in a poor seal of the packer assembly.
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| Gamma-ray Log | 

A gamma-ray log of a borehole is a graphical representation of the natural 

gamma-ray radiation from radioactive elements in subsurface formations. Some 

formations contain greater concentrations of radioactive materials, such as uranium, 

thorium, and the radioactive isotope of potassium, than others. These radioactive 

materials emit gamma radiation spontaneously. Most rocks contain some 

radioactivity, with metamorphic and igneous rocks containing more than sedimentary 

(Rider, 1986). Clays and shales tend to contain more radioactive elements than 

sandstones and limestones (Driscoll, 1986). Gamma-ray logs can be obtained from: 

wells with or without casing. The casing absorbs only negligible amounts of 

radiation. Gamma-ray loggers consist of a scintillation counter, gamma-ray detector. 

The gamma-ray log is a plot of relative emission of gamma-rays, often measured in 

counts per second, versus depth. Gamma-ray logs may be used qualitatively to 

determine formation changes and lithology (Rider, 1986). A gamma-ray log of the 

| Spreeman well was performed by Layne-Northwest on February 3, 1993, to. 

determine transitions between geologic formations in the well. The gamma-ray logger 

used by Layne-Northwest at the Spreeman well measured the time (seconds) to collect 

| a specific number of counts versus depth. Thus, a high number of seconds 1s 

associated with a low rate of emission of gamma-rays. A gamma-ray reading was 

taken every 0.6 m (2 ft) throughout the entire well column. The results of the 

gamma-ray log from the Spreeman well are in Appendix III. 

Packer Test Locations 

The Spreeman and Olson wells were chosen for packer testing. Both the 

Spreeman well and the Olson well were chosen for packer testing based on the depths 

of their wells and the concentration of arsenic in their well water. The depth of most 

private wells in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties typically range between 36.6 m e
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to 48.8 m (120 to 160 ft) below surface. Since the Spreeman and Olson wells were 

: unusually deep, they allowed access to more subsurface formations. The Spreeman 

well was 97.8 m (321 ft). It also contained the highest recorded arsenic concentration 

at the time of site selection (470 ug/L) and an unusually high iron concentration (280 

mg/L). Furthermore, the owner was cooperative. The Olson well was 91.4 m (300 

, ft) deep, had a high arsenic concentration of 1200 yg/L and a high iron level of 87 

| mg/L. This was the highest arsenic concentration found in a private well in 

Outagamie County. Furthermore, the Department of Health and Social Services of 

Outagamie County stated that the Olson’s seemed to exhibit symptoms associated with 

chronic arsenic poisoning. 

The Spreeman well was to be returned to its original state after performing the 

_ packer test. Before any geophysical procedures were run, the Spreeman well was 

sampled on February 3, 1993, for bacteria from the sample tap located next to the 

pressure tank. Both a WDNR representative and a Layne Northwest representative 

7 collected a water sample for bacteria analysis. This was to ensure that the well would 

. be returned to its initial state after packer testing. Once the bacteria test was 

collected, the well was opened and the pump was dismantled by Layne-Northwest on 

February 3, 1993. Packer testing of the Spreeman well began on February 4, 1993, | 

by Layne-Northwest. A diagram of the packer assembly used by Layne-Northwest is 

shown in Chapter 4, Figure 8. 

_ The Olson well was to be reconstructed to a useable state following WDNR 

regulations based on packer testing results. Luisier Well Drilling began packer 

testing on March 17, 1993. The well was reconstructed and put back to normal 

operation soon thereafter. A diagram of the packer assembly used by Luisier Well 

_ | Drilling is shown in Chapter 4, Figure 10. | 

©
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Packer Testing - Water Sample Collection and Analysis . 

Packer tests were performed on both the Spreeman and Olson wells to identify the 

potential zones of poor water quality. Gamma-ray logs and caliper logs were 

performed on the Spreeman well to define subsurface lithology of the well. 

| Subsurface information below 36.6 m (120 ft) was not available for the Spreeman 

well because a reconstruction form was not filled out by the well driller. Gamma-ray 

logs and caliper logs were not run on the Olson well because the subsurface lithology 

of the well was known from recent drilling operations. 

, The water samples were collected according to WDNR guidelines. All bottles, 

preservation methods, and labeling methods used were those required by the WSLH. 

Packer test water samples were collected from a brass tap located directly above the 

packer assembly prior to disposal to a holding tank. All water samples were sent to 

WSLH for appropriate chemical analysis. The analytical methods used by the WSLH 

| are shown in Appendix I. 

All packer test water samples were taken after 10 minutes of pumping from the 

isolated interval. This was done to obtain a representative in situ sample of 

groundwater from the interval within the aquifer. Water from each packer test was 

tested for field pH, field temperature, and arsenic. Some of these samples were later 

analyzed for cadmium, copper, manganese, and zinc by the WSLH. Additional — 

chemical analysis of these samples were performed due to the unusual composition of 

| the Olson well water. The Olson well contained elevated levels of cadmium, copper, 

manganese and zinc. | | 

Drill Cutting Analysis | 

Drill cuttings can be used to determine zones where minerals potentially 

contribute to poor water quality. Groundwater is often affected by the composition of 

the bedrock it passes through. Some bedrock components may be soluble in water @
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| and therefore affect its quality. In conjunction with a lithological summary, the drill 

/ cutting analysis from wells aid in determining zones within the subsurface containing 

relatively higher concentrations of naturally occurring arsenic. Drill cutting samples 

were collected from seven different wells located in Outagamie and Winnebago 

Counties (Table 1 and Figure 5). Trace metal analysis was only performed on four of 

these wells in an attempt to correlate areas of high arsenic concentrations with specific 

geologic strata. This data was used to confirm conclusions drawn from packer 

testing. Wells were chosen for drill cutting analysis based upon the availability of 

: drill cuttings and location. The drill cuttings from the other three wells will be 

analyzed at a later date by the WDNR. The well construction reports and lithology 

reports for these three wells are on file at the WDNR. | 

Drill Cutting Collection and Analysis 

Maple Leaf Dairy, Fox River Tractor, and Donald Valence 

Drill cutting samples from the Maple Leaf Dairy well and the Fox River Tractor 

well were collected in the late 1940’s or early 1950’s either by the well driller or by 

the WGNHS and stored in the WGNHS repository. Samples were collected at five- 

foot intervals throughout the entire well. At the request of the WDNR, a portion of 

the drill cuttings were sent to WSLH for digestion and arsenic analysis. Drill cuttings 

from the Donald Valence well were collected by Schmidt’s Well Drilling in cloth bags 

a provided by WGNHS. The drill cuttings were forwarded to WSLH for digestion and 

arsenic analysis. The methods used by WSLH for digestion and arsenic analysis are 

in Appendix I. The remainder of the drill cutting samples are kept in storage at 

WGNHS for future use and analysis. A copy of the well construction report for each 

well is in Appendix IV. 

© | |
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Table 1. Summary of Drill Cutting Sample Locations and Well 
Information 

| 
| Location of Well Total 

Depth 
Site Name County Township (ft) 

Maple Leaf Dairy [Winnebago _|vinlana | 545_| 
Grand chute | 653 | 

Donald valence 
[pick olson ———S—S—=sdcuttagamie | Osborn | 300 __ 
Drill Cuttings Collected But 
Not Analyzed 

| | 
Mark Bombinski
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e Drill Cutting Collection and Analysis 

| Dick Olson 

Drill cuttings were collected at five-foot intervals throughout the newly 

constructed well column by the author. Drill cuttings from each five-foot interval 

were collected in a five gallon bucket and a representative subsample was taken. 

| Drill cutting subsamples were stored in labeled cloth sample bags and allowed to dry. 

_ A portion of the sample was sent to the WSLH for digestion and arsenic analysis. 

The remaining portion was sent to WGNHS for lithological study and repository 

retainment. A copy of the lithology report is in Appendix IV. The methods used by 

the WSLH for the digestion and analysis of the drill cuttings are presented in 

Appendix I. 

©
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Private Well Arsenic Levels 

Through the cooperative efforts of the WDNR, the Outagamie County Health 

Department and the Winnebago County Health Department, 1037 water samples from 

private wells located in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties were collected and 

analyzed for arsenic. The Outagamie and Winnebago County well locations and the , 

arsenic concentrations found in them are shown in Plate 1 and Plate 2 respectively. ' 

Plate 1 indicates a general trend of elevated arsenic concentrations clustered within a 

five mile buffered strip surrounding the St. Peter Sandstone trend which extends to 

the northeast throughout Outagamie County. Most elevated arsenic concentrations in 

: private water supplies in Outagamie County lie to the east of the mapped St. Peter : 

Sandstone trend. This was anticipated because that is where the St. Peter Sandstone | 

is presumably the aquifer supplying private wells. There are, however, areas where 

| wells with elevated arsenic concentrations that lie west of the mapped St. Peter 

Sandstone trend. There should be no elevated arsenic levels west of the St. Peter 

Sandstone trend if it is the primary source of naturally occurring arsenic in the 

groundwater. However, high levels of arsenic west of the St. Peter Sandstone trend 

may be explained if the Prairie du Chien or the Cambrian sandstones also contribute 

arsenic to well water. This is reasonable because some drill cutting results and 

packer test results support this conclusion (discussed later in this chapter). | 

There is also a second feasible explanation for elevated arsenic in well water lying | 

west of the erosional edge of St. Peter Sandstone. The map from which the bedrock 

contacts were taken indicates that in certain areas the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop 1s 

inferred because there was not enough data to map it accurately. Those areas of the | 

St. Peter Sandstone subcrop that were inferred correspond to the areas where wells 

with elevated arsenic concentrations exist to the west of the mapped subcrop (Plate 1). e
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This suggests that the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop may be incorrectly mapped in 

certain areas. 

The reasons for arsenic contamination west of the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop 

should be further studied to verify or discredit explanations given. It would be 

worthwhile, especially in those inferred areas, to more accurately map the location of 

St. Peter Sandstone subcrop. This would not only aid to further define the source of 

arsenic contamination in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties, but would also help 

well drillers reduce the likelihood of arsenic contamination when constructing new 

wells within the advisory area. | : 

The geology of Winnebago County is more complex than that of Outagamie 

County and it is, therefore, more difficult to interpret the study results. Furthermore, 

Winnebago County had only one well that exceeded the health advisory for arsenic of 

164 wells sampled in that county. A general trend from the plot of arsenic 

concentration and geology could not be easily determined. The only common feature | 

was that wells with elevated levels of arsenic were found in areas where St. Peter 

| Sandstone is present, based on existing bedrock geology maps. 

The distribution of arsenic concentrations found in Outagamie and Winnebago 

Counties is found in Figure 6 and 7. These figures indicate that 37 of 1037 samples 

(3.6 %) exceeded the NR 140 Wisconsin Administrative Code of 50 pg/L As. This | 

level is also the drinking water standard. When well water exceeded this level a : | 

— health advisory was issued to the residents. Before issuing a health advisory, all 

wells that exceeded 50 pg/L As from the first water sampling were resampled and | 

retested to confirm that the well water indeed did exceed the health advisory standard. 

The second sample was collected by the author and analyzed by the WSLH for 

— arsenic to confirm the first result. | | 

During the course of this study, the WSLH determined their limit of detection for 

© arsenic to be 1 wg/L. Prior to December of 1992, the WSLH would only report
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arsenic concentrations of 10 pg/L or greater. Therefore, water samples analyzed 

prior to December of 1992, have arsenic concentrations that could only be reported ° 

from 10 pg/L or greater. At the request of the WDNR the WSLH recorded the raw 

value for any result below 10 ng/L. The raw value was only available for water 

samples analyzed after 1990. Thus, for water samples analyzed before 1990, a raw 

value lower than 10 pg/L was not obtainable. Thirty-nine well water samples were . 

collected between 1990 and 1992. The arsenic raw data was available for all thirty- . 

nine of these samples. Raw data was not available for thirty-four water samples 

collected before 1990. Thus, an arsenic result lower than 10 pg/L was not available. 

An attempt was made to determine if a significant relationship exists between 

wells exceeding the arsenic health advisory and specific geologic strata. Construction 

reports of the wells sampled were consulted to determine the presence or absence of 

sandstone. Of the 1037 private wells sampled in Outagamie and Winnebago 

Counties, 491 well construction reports were found. Well construction reports are 

filled out by the well driller at the time of well construction. It reports the depth of 

the well, the casing depth, geologic strata encountered and other well information. 

Some well construction reports could not be located due to one of the following 

reasons: an error by the private home owner in locating their well on the map, little 

or no well information filled out by the homeowner on the well construction 

information questionnaire, accurate information filled out on the well construction | 

information questionnaire, the well construction form was not filled out by the well 

driller, or the well driller recorded the wrong location on the well construction report. 

Since most well construction reports are filed by location, any misleading or wrong 

information about location of the well would prevent one from finding the well 

| construction report. a 

@
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| Table 2. Chi-Square Summary to Determine Significance of Well Construction 
, Report Information versus Arsenic Concentrations Exceeding Health 

| Advisory 

= 
= 

fe f= 
ete te te pe 

" Lithology Recorded on the Well Construction Report | 

x? = 2.3 df. = 1 

Table 2 shows the Chi-square table used to determine if a significant relationship 

| exists between the presence As exceeding the drinking water standard (50 pg/L) and 

the presence of sandstone. The calculated x’ value for this data set is 2.3 with one 

degree of freedom. The critical value at 0.05 probability with one degree of freedom 

is 3.84. The calculated value is less than the critical value, therefore, no significant 

relationship exists between these two variables. 

This effort to determine whether there was a significant relationship between the 

| arsenic levels and geologic strata recorded in the well construction reports failed. An 

- elevated arsenic concentration could not be correlated with a sandstone unit reported 

on the well construction report. Likewise, there was not a significant correlation | 

| between a limestone unit reported on the well construction report and an elevated 

| arsenic level. Such a correlation may be possible from accurate well construction 

reports. 

There are many problems, however, encountered when using well construction 

© reports for information. Often the location of the well or ownership information is
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inaccurate or incomplete. This often results in misfiling of the report. WGNHS 

reports that greater than 10 percent of the reports submitted within the last few years 

have incorrect county, township, range and/or section information (WGNHS, 1991). 

Much information received about well construction, formation and /or pump test data 

is vague or inaccurate (WGNHS, 1991). Well drillers may feel that filling out well 

construction information is an added burden and that the information is of no valid , 

use. Contrary to this notion, well construction reports are often consulted in any 

contamination problem or well problem. WDNR and other agencies use these reports 

(1) for site assessment problems e.g. siting a new landfill, (2) for evaluating potential 

~ contamination routes of a hazardous spill or leak, (3) for homeowners having 

problems with their well, and (4) for preparation of regional or statewide geologic and . 

hydrogeologic maps (WGNHS, 1991). This information helps protect well users, 

groundwater and the environment. In this case, accurate reports could have further 

helped to discriminate the source of naturally occurring arsenic and thus been very 

important. | 

Spreeman Well - Water Quality Packer Test 

The Spreeman well is located in Outagamie County, Greenville Township, NE1/4, 

NE1/4, Section 24, T2iN, R16E. Leonard Spreeman was the original owner of the 

site; the original well was constructed by Malcolm Veitch on October 7, 1969. The 

original Spreeman well was 15.2 cm (6 in) in diameter and 36.6 m (120 ft) deep. 

According to the original well log, red clay was encountered to a depth of 8.5 m (28 

ft) and is underlain by 1.2 m (4 ft) of hardpan. Gravel was encountered at 9.8 m (32 

ft) below the surface with limestone (Platteville/Galena) encountered from 10.7 m to 

25.9 m (35 to 85 ft). Sandstone (St. Peter) was documented from 25.9 m to 36.6 m | 

(85 to 120 ft). The well was cased to 15.2 m (50 ft) with black steel casing grouted 

in place with cement to a depth of 15.2 m (50 ft). The original Spreeman well eS |
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construction report is shown in Appendix IV. On June 19, 1990, the well was 

| "reconstructed to the depth of 97.8 m (321 ft) by Bill Van De Yacht. It should be 

noted that the required well reconstruction form was not filed by the well driller thus, 

no subsurface information about the well was available beyond 36.6 m (120 ft). 

The Spreeman well was one of two private wells selected for more intensive _ 

investigation because of elevated As and Fe levels. On January 29, 1993, a second 

water sample from the Spreeman well was collected. The water was sent to the 

WSLH and analyzed for arsenic, iron, calcium, chloride, conductivity, pH, alkalinity, | 

hardness, magnesium, sodium, sulfate and total solids. In the field the WDNR 

| measured field pH and temperature. The results of these analysis are found in Table 

3. 

The analytical results for the January 29, 1993, sample indicates that the well had  __ 

an unusually low pH of 4.3 by a field measurement and 3.8 by a lab measurement. 

The normal pH range for groundwater is between 6 and 8. A pH of 4.3 is very 

acidic for well water and is likely a contributing factor for the increased arsenic and 

| iron concentration in the well water. Acidic water can corrode a plumbing system, 

oxidizing metals associated with pipes into soluble forms and thus into the water 

supply. Acidic water also will generally increase the solubility of some minerals 

within an aquifer thus incorporating metal ions into the water supply. 

Layne-Northwest was contracted to perform the packer test, caliper log, and 

o gamma-ray log on the Spreeman well because the well had no subsurface information 

available below 36.6 m (120 ft). The packer test was used to determine specific 

zones within the Platteville/Galena, St. Peter Sandstone, and Prairie du Chien 

formations that would yield adequate water quality and quantity for potable use. The 

consultant provided the necessary equipment to perform the packer, caliper, and 

gamma-ray testing and also, ensured the well was returned to its original state once 

© tests were completed.
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Table 3. Results of the Second Sampling of Spreeman Well Water on | 

January 29, 1993 | 

unless noted Standards (mg/L) 

(Calcium | 00S | Not Applicable 

[Alkatiniy | ttt | Not Applicable 
[Hardness | 530 |Not Applicable 
ptm | ts | 

| Magnesium | 67 | —Not Applicable 
sodium | 8.0 Not Appicable 
suite | to00— | 

[Field Temperature | 12.6C ___—|_—_—_Not Applicable 
| Fie | 43 SU | Not Applicable
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© The packer interval selected by the WDNR for pumping was 4.6 m (15 ft). 

: Selection of the interval between the two inflatable packers and the depth settings of 

the packers within the well column were based on the original well construction 

report and the gamma-ray log. A diagram of the Spreeman packer assembly used by 

Layne-Northwest is shown in Figure 8. Each interval was pumped for approximately 

10 minutes at 37.8 L/min (10 gpm) so that a representative water sample could be 

obtained from each formation. 

The packer test intervals were chosen to define variations in arsenic concentration 

within the well column and to cover the entire well column with the fewest number of 

packer tests. The contact between the Platteville/Galena and the St. Peter Sandstone 

formations, the zone thought to contribute relatively high arsenic concentrations to the 

water, could not be packed off to obtain a water sample because of undocumented 

well reconstruction which extended the casing to 27.4 m (90 ft). The existence of the 

casing extension was unknown prior to choosing the well for the packer test. The 

Casing extension was found upon completion of the caliper log. The casings length in 

| the original well construction report was given as 15.2 m (50 ft), roughly 9.1 m (30 

ft) above the St. Peter Sandstone contact. 

Packer testing for the Spreeman well began on February 3 and continued through 

February 5, 1993. The water samples collected between each packer interval were 

sent to the WSLH for analysis of arsenic, iron, cadmium, copper, manganese, and | 

_ zinc. They were also tested by WDNR for field pH. The results of the packer test 

analysis are shown in Table 4. 

The results from the packer test indicated that the arsenic concentration found 

throughout the entire well column remained above the health advisory level of 50 

_ pg/L. The arsenic concentration was the highest at the contact between the Prairie du 

Chien and the Cambrian sandstones (83.2 m to 87.8 m) (273 ft to 288 ft) (Figure 9). 

© However, this concentration may have resulted from the excessive sediment found in
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Table 7. Summary of Olson Packer Test Results from March 17 to March 23, 1993 

| Packer Intervals [Identification (top) and Depth within well column in feet (below)] 

| Units 
| Reported 144- 174- 264- 264- 
| | In 174 204 284 300 

fas 50 nen. 20 | sta | wo | 96 | 27 | wa | os | om | om | ao | 
10 pai [00 | va | os [oo [oo [ wa | 12 | oe | ove | 02 _| 

Welfare 
i} Standards 

fre 0.3 men. so | aa | soe [oon [ose | na | to | ty [te [is | 
1000 ng/L | <0 | wa | <2 | <2 | <a | na | 1 | <0 | <n | <a | 

fhe | soar Tee] mm [<w | <0 | <o [mm | <w | <o | <o [ie] 
[zn | 5000 ng jo | wa | so | aio | 20 | na | 2900 | sio | avo | m0 | 

Field Parameters pe a tk Ts —=— ee ee ee ee a 

[reso Yt suf x07 [ras [710 | 720 | 708 | wa | 651 | 67 | 720 | va | 
| Field Temp | Degrees 72 19 NA NA 

| Celcius 

NA - Not Applicable - the water sample was not tested for that parameter. 
SU - Standard Units 

' - Equipment problem 
Conversion from feet to meters 1 ft = 0.3 m 

a 
Ww
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Depth 
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feet 

0 

0 HEALTH STANDARDS 

40 rT J TTT 
50 ug/L As 

i]s ie nf gfe | 

Haat pais 
[irom neh |e 

60 AEH WELFARE STANDARDS 
ee 

sort se cea 
ee sm gh 50 ug/L Mn 

ye oat oft 5000 ug/L Zn 
ee 1300 ug/L Cu 

120 ee ean + 20 wh i 
og Pater | $2 pH 50 moj Fe 

MO) eee a 
COI de ugh As Sgt 

160 ed Ae ail 6.1 pH 

ef LL a 
= a = Arsenic 

ar 81 ine Cd = Cadmium 

200 ene ean CU Copper 
aa 20 mg Fe _ 

220 | TS wih Fe = Iron 

laa 12000 ug/l Zn 

[|__| 10 wf Mn = Manganese 

240 a" Zn = Zinc 
as 

260 | ——J ug/L = micrograms per lit 
to vas Pes a a iL ‘la s rit er 

280 =a au mg/L = milligrams per liter 

S< 4 —I Un 

oo SES 

Figure 9. Graphical Depiction of Spreeman Packer Test Results @®
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this zone. The bottom 6.1 m (20 ft) of the well was filled in with sediment. During 

| the packer test, sediment probably from the bottom of the well column, was drawn up 

through the pump and into the sample. Because head monitoring was not possible 

below the bottom packer, the bottom packer may have had a faulty seal resulting in 

sediment being incorporated into the sample. In fact, sediment clogged the pump 

during the packer test and stopped it. Elsewhere, arsenic concentrations were highest 

in the upper portions of the St. Peter Sandstone (610 yg/L). Arsenic concentrations 

declined to 51 pg/L at the bottom of the St. Peter Sandstone. This trend correlates 

with the findings from drill cutting analysis (described later) which also showed a 

marked increase in arsenic concentrations in the upper portions of the St. Peter 

Sandstone compared to levels in the bottom of the St. Peter Sandstone. The packer 

test results show the arsenic concentration increasing in the Prairie du Chien dolomite 

(55.8 m to 75.6 m) (183 ft to 248 ft). This trend was somewhat puzzling because it 

| does not correlate with other analytical results for As from drill cuttings. Drill 

cutting analysis of the Prairie du Chien dolomite suggests that it has low 

concentrations of arsenic within it. | | 

High arsenic concentrations appear to correlate with low field pH values. Also, 

other high metal concentrations (Cd, Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn), even though not 

determined on all samples, seem to correlate with the arsenic levels observed. It 

| appears that as the pH decreases the metal ion concentrations in the groundwater 

foo increase. Low pH values promote soluble metal ions perhaps by dissolving metallic 

minerals in the aquifer. | 

Iron concentrations found in the packer test intervals exceeded the standard for 

iron of 0.3 mg/L. Iron concentrations exceeding the standard typically cause aesthetic 

nuisance problems such as odor and staining. In addition, cadmium levels exceeded 

} the health advisory of 10 yzg/L in all of the packer intervals analyzed for cadmium. 

@ Copper concentrations exceeded the health advisory of 1300 ng/L in only one of the
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- packer test intervals. This interval was the bottom one which contained large 

amounts of sediment in the sample. Manganese concentrations remained over the | 

advisory of 50 ug/L in all of the packer intervals selected to be analyzed. Zinc. 

concentrations exceeded the advisory of 5000 yg/L in all but one of the packer 

intervals tested. The low pH may also provide an answer as to why there is excessive 

amounts of these metals present in the water supply. 

Due to the abnormally low pH found in the Spreeman well, it deserves more 

attention. Neighboring wells surrounding the Spreeman well were sampled and 

analyzed for pH, however, nothing unusual was found. Two wells in Outagamie 

County (Porter well and Schneider well) are also known to have or to have had low 

pH in their well water. The Porter well located in Outagamie County, Oneida | 

Township, SE1/4, SE1/4, Section 10, T23N, R18E, has an abnormally low pH of 

2.5. The WDNR is presently studying the Porter well further to determine whether 

this pH is of natural or human origin. Neighboring wells surrounding the Porter well 

were also sampled and analyzed for pH, however, nothing abnormal was reported. 

The Schneider’s original well was located within one mile of the Spreeman well 

located in Outagamie County, Greenville Township, E1/2, NW1/4, Section 14, 

- T21N, R16E, and was found to also have a low pH of 3.0 in 1967. The wells of the 

Schneider’s neighbors were sampled and analyzed for pH in 1967, however, nothing 

unusual was reported. A human source for the low pH problems at the Schneider 

well could not be located. The Schneiders elected to have another well drilled on 

their property to alleviate the pH problem. The pH from their new well was reported 

to be normal. 

The Spreeman packer test results showed that the pH in the well varied 

throughout the well column. This suggested that the source of the low pH may be 

within a specific formation (specifically, the St. Peter Sandstone). Water from the 

| upper portion of the St. Peter Sandstone was found to contain substantially lower pH ©
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than that of lower portions of the well. Groundwater associated with low pH may 

: contain free-mineral acid from mine water, volcanic gases or contaminants by man- 

made sources (Driscoll, 1986). It is highly unlikely that the acid in the Spreeman | 

well is due to volcanic gases. Thus, it may be more likely that the acidic nature of 

the Spreeman well water is derived from minerals within the St. Peter Sandstone that 

have oxidized forming sulfuric acid or it may be derived from a man-made source. 

, However, due to the presence of other wells known to have low pH’s, and the 

Spreeman packer test results which shows dramatic changes in well water pH with 

depth, man-made sources are unlikely. Only a few natural reactions are known to 

cause low pH. Driscoll (1986) mentions that the acids from mine waters tend to 

derive from the oxidation of iron pyrite or other metal sulfide minerals to form 

sulfuric acid. The chemical reaction sequences occurring in acids from mine waters 

| causing pH values as low as 2 taken Manahan, 1991 are: 

: Oxidation of Sulfide in Pyrite Occurring in the Presence of Water 

- 2FeS, (s) +2H,O + 70, ————> 4H* + 4SO,> + 2Fe?* 

| Oxidation of Ferrous Ion to Ferric Ion 

4Fe*? + O, + 4H* —————> 4Fe** + 2H,O | | 

Oo Ferric Ion Further Dissolves Pyrite | 

| -2FeS,(s) 14Fe**+ +8H,O —————-> 15Fe?* +280,> + 16H* 

__ RT — ys 

; | The initial oxidation of sulfide in pyrite requires oxygen and is slow. Once this 

| oxidation is initiated releasing ferrous iron and sulfate the reaction may be catalyzed 

| | by iron-oxidizing bacteria even at very low oxygen concentrations. The iron 

— bacterium Thiobacillus ferrooxidans may catalyze the reaction below pH of 3.5 

(Manahan, 1991). Within the pH range of 3.5 and 4.5 the reactions may be catalyzed 

@ by filamentous iron bacterium (Metallogenium) (Manahan, 1991). Other bacteria that
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may participate in these catalyzing these chemical reactions are Thiobacillus 

thiooxidans and Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans (Manahan, 1991). 

Pyrite is known to exist at least in trace quantities within the Platteville/Galena 

Dolomite and St.Peter Sandstone from drill cutting lithology reports (Donald Valence 

lithology report Appendix IV). Oxidation of these trace quantities of pyrite may 

contribute to the acidic nature of the groundwater. Oxidation of pyrite, also, may 

cause elevated levels of arsenic in groundwater because arsenic tends to be associated 

with sulfide minerals with pyrite as one of its principal carriers. Also, pyrite within 

lenses existing in the subsurface near or within the St. Peter Sandstone may exist in 

larger quantities than mentioned in a lithology report. It may not be possible to 

discern where or if these lenses of pyrite exist because of the way in which drill 

cutting samples are collected. Drill cutting samples represent only a small portion 

from a five-foot zone within a well column. Drill cutting samples are often grab 

samples taken at anytime during the drilling of a five-foot interval. Thus, it is not a 

true representation of the entire five-foot interval even though it may be represented 

as such in a lithological report. In fact, larger lenses of the pyrite may exist within _ 

the upper St. Peter Sandstone because pyrite is known to exist in other wells with 

trace quantities of pyrite that have no pH problems. This is supported by preliminary 

investigations surrounding the Porter well (described earlier). Corings from the 

contact between the Platteville/Galena and the St. Peter Sandstone were obtained. 

Pyrite or a pyrite-like mineral was visually observed when inspecting the corings. 

Also, the lithology of the Spreeman well is undefined because no drill cutting samples 

were collected. 

A point that should be made is that these chemical reactions are mediated and 

often catalyzed by certain microorganisms mentioned previously. The chemical 

reaction sequence given earlier requires the presence of oxygen. Oxygen may be 

provided to the iron-rich water flowing from the aquifer by frequent pumping or may e
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be provided at the well/rock interface where oxygen may be present (Smith and 

| Tuovinen, 1985). 

Other interesting chemical reactions that may take place when soluble iron (II) or 

manganese (II) is present in groundwater is that insoluble iron (III) and manganese 

(IV) form (Manahan, 1991). The chemical reactions from Manahan are given below: 

4Fe’* (ag) + O,(ag) + 10H,O ---> 4Fe(OH)3(s) + 8H* 

2Mn** (aq) + O,(ag) (2x+2)H,O ---> 2MnO,.xH,O(s) + 4H* 

These insoluble precipitates of iron (III) and manganese (IV) may form an 

impermeable layer coating surfaces where water flows into a well (Manahan, 1991). 

These precipitates fill in pore spaces that water would use to enter a well (Manahan, 

1991). This type of coating may be forming within the Spreeman well impeding 

water flow into the well. Thus, the well may be drawing more water from reduced 

acidic zones versus plugged acidic zones. 

The cation and anion concentrations within well water can be used to determine 

the general quality of the groundwater. Common cations usually present in 

| groundwater are Ca**, Mg?*, Na*, and Fe?+. Common anions present in 

groundwater are HCO,’, SO,’, and Cl. The cation and anion concentrations should 

be equal. Table 5 shows the cations and anions present in both the Spreeman and 

= Porter wells. 

The cations and anions totals should be equivalent. In both cases they are not. 

One contributing factor to the error is that the method for analysis of sulfate lack 

| precision. In both wells there are significant amounts of sulfate present. A second 

-— contributing factor to the cation-anion imbalance is the fact that not all possible 

cations were determined. For example, these samples likely contain significant 

© 

|
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Table 5. Cation and Anion Comparison for the Spreeman and Porter Wells 

(meq/L) 01/29/93 11/16/92 
Sample Depth 60 ft 

Tot (1707 3580 

of (meq/L) 

soe os 83 

‘rots S”S~s 83 SS 

@
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amounts of Mn (II), Zn (II), and Pb (II) and possibly other metal ions. These were | 

| not measured. 

The presence of high concentrations of iron and sulfate suggest that the acidic 

nature of both wells may have been derived from a natural source, possibly, the 

oxidation of pyrite. Groundwater that contains high dissolved iron concentrations 

often can be related to the oxidation of reduced iron minerals (Smith and Tuovinen, 

1985). | 

Highly acidic environments in aquifers are rare with exception of those 

environments contaminated with acid mine drainage or acidophilic bacteria. Both acid 

mine drainage and acidophilic bacteria usually do not occur in water wells (Smith and 

Tuovinen, 1985). Therefore, not much is known about the bacterial catalyzed 

oxidation of iron in groundwater and water wells (Smith and Tuovinen, 1985). Wells 

| with pH values as low as the Spreeman, Porter and Schneider wells are rare. The 

origin of the acidic nature of well water needs further study. | 

Olson Well - Water Quality Packer Test | | 

The second packer test was performed from March 17 through March 24, 1993, 

on the Olson well located in Outagamie County, Osborn Township, NW1/4, NW1/4, 

Section 8, T23N, R18E. Dick and Sue Olson were the original owners of the well | 

constructed by Bill Van De Yacht on November 14, 1984. The original well borehole 

7 was 22.9 cm (9 in) in diameter from the surface to 12.5 m (41 ft), and then was 

drilled 15.2 cm (6 in) in diameter from 12.5 m (41 ft) to a total well depth of 30.8 m 

(101 ft). According to the original well log, clay was encountered to a depth of 2.7 

m (9 feet). The clay was underlain by 12.5 m (41 ft) of limestone 

— (Platteville/Galena). Sandstone (St. Peter) was encountered at 15.2 m (50 ft) below 

the surface, extending throughout the rest of the well column to the total depth of 

© 30.8 m (101 ft). The well was originally cased to 12.8 m (42 ft) with black steel
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casing grouted in place. The original Olson well construction report is shown in 

Appendix IV. On March 15, 1993, the well was reconstructed to the depth of 91.4 m 

(300 ft). Drill cuttings from the reconstruction of the well were obtained by a 

WDNR representative. The Cambrian sandstone was encountered at 70.1 m (230 ft): 

the overlying Prairie du Chien was absent. } 

The Olson well was first sampled on December 18, 1992, due to a complaint of 

iron problems from the owners of the well. The author sampled the well for both 

iron and arsenic because the well was located near the St. Peter Sandstone trend. 

Initial test results revealed an arsenic concentration of 1200 ug/L, the highest arsenic 

_ concentration recorded in a private water supply well in Outagamie County. The iron | 

concentration was also high (87 mg/L). On February 18, 1993, the author collected a 

second water sample from the well and sent it for analysis of arsenic, cadmium, 

chloride, chromium, conductivity, pH, alkalinity, barium, calcium, copper, iron, 

magnesium, sodium. zinc, hardness, lead, nitrate +nitrite-nitrogen, selenium, silver, 

sulfate, total solids, field pH, and field temperature. The results of the second sample 

are shown in Table 6. Both the field pH and lab pH indicated normal ranges for 

groundwater. The levels of the other metals present in the water supply are 

abnormally high for well water. 

The results from this sampling indicated that arsenic and cadmium exceeded the 

drinking water health standards and iron, manganese, zinc, and sulfate exceeded the 

welfare standards set by the EPA. Furthermore, these results indicate the need to 

analyze the packer test samples not only for arsenic but for cadmium, iron, 

manganese, zinc and sulfate to further delineate the zones of poor water quality. 

Luisier Well Drilling was contracted to perform the packer test on the Olson well. 

: The packer test was used to determine specific zones within the Platteville/Galena, St. 

_ Peter Sandstone, and the Cambrian sandstones that would yield adequate water quality e 

_ and quantity for potable use. The consultant provided the necessary equipment to
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Table 6. Results of the Second Sampling from Olson Well Water taken 

February 18, 1993 
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perform the packer test and ensured the well was returned to a bacteriologically safe 

condition once the tests were completed. 

The packer test interval selected by the WDNR for pumping was 9.1 m (30 ft). 

Selection of the interval between the two inflatable packers and the depth settings of 

the packers within the well column were based on the original well construction 

report, the drill cuttings collected, and the packer assembly. A diagram of the packer 

assembly used in the Olson well is shown in Figure 10. Each interval was pumped 

for approximately 10 minutes at 37.8 L/min (10 gpm) so that a representative water 

sample could be obtained from each interval. 

The packer test intervals were chosen to define variations in arsenic concentration | 

within the well column and to cover the entire well column with the fewest number of | 

samples. The contact between the Platteville/Galena Formation and the St. Peter 

Sandstone, the interval thought to contribute relatively high arsenic concentrations to | 

the well water, could not be packed off to obtain a water sample because of the 

packer assembly design used by Layne-Northwest. 

The results from the water samples collected from the packer test intervals at the 

Olson well between March 17 through March 24, 1993, are found in Table 7. The 

analytical results of the packer test show a general decline in arsenic concentrations 

with depth within the well column. All of the water samples collected from the | 

packer test intervals indicate a significant reduction in arsenic concentration from that 

| | of the original shallower well. Two water samples from the original well had arsenic 

concentrations of 1200 ug/L and 720 ng/L. The upper portion of the St. Peter 

: Sandstone [34.7 m to 43.9 m (114 ft to 144 ft)] exhibits higher arsenic concentrations 

than those found in the base of the St. Peter Sandstone [43.9 m to 62.2 m (144 ft to 

| 204 ft)] and in the Cambrian sandstones [71.3 m to 91.4 m (234 ft to 300 ft)] found 

| below it (Figure 11). Arsenic concentrations within the water increase in the ®
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Table 4. Summary of Spreeman Packer Test Results from February 1993 

: | Packer Interval (feet) 

Health 
: ; 165- | 183- 265- | 273- 

50 wel jsi0_| 450 | 360 | 20 |__| s1_| 280 | s60_| 400 | s70_| nw | >1000_ 
10 va jisoo_[wa [wa [om [wa |i7 [wa | na |rs [na [nw | 650 

Parameter |] Welfare 
Stnd. 

0.3 mg/L NA | NA NA 79 NA NA NA 
mg/L 

Cu 1000 pe/L NA | NA NA NA NA NA 
pg/L 

Mn} so ne j3000_[wa [wa | roo [wa | soo_| wa [wa | 1700 | wa | nw | 1700 
5000 ug/L} 24000 | NA | NA 14000 | NA NA NA NA 
pe/L 

Field Parameter 

pee] 
Note: All packer test water samples were filtered before analysis 

ul 
OV . 

| | .
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Figure 11. Graphical Depiction of Olson Packer Test Results.
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Cambrian sandstones, however, they remain below the current health standard (50 | 

pg/L). 

Iron concentrations follow the same trend as the arsenic trend, with higher 

concentrations noted in the upper St. Peter Sandstone. The iron concentration in the | 

well water declines in the lower portion of the St. Peter Sandstone and then rises 

somewhat within the Cambrian sandstones. The iron concentration in the well water 

received from the packer test remains above the welfare standard throughout the 

entire well column, however, the iron concentrations are significantly reduced from 

that of the original well which had a iron concentration of 80 mg/L. 

The data received from packer interval P8 (Table 7) are somewhat puzzling 

because the arsenic concentration exceeds the average arsenic concentration from well 

water obtained within the same portions of the well column during the packer tests. 

The high arsenic concentrations may be attributed to a leaking packer set at 39.9 m 

(131 ft). This would allow the arsenic contaminated water in the upper portion of the 

well to drain into the lower portion causing an abnormally high arsenic concentration 

and thus the sample would not represent the water received from that portion of the 

well column. The higher arsenic concentration may be also associated with 

contamination of arsenic and iron built up in the pressure tank or may be due to a 

torn pressure tank bladder which would allow for outside contamination. This is 

plausible because the water sample for packer interval P8 was collected after the 

pressure tank. The water sample for packer interval P8 was collected after the 

pressure tank because the Olson’s temporarily required water for bathing purposes. 

| All other water samples were collected before the pressure tank directly from the 

packer assembly pump. 

The above results suggest that water received from 48.8 m (160 ft) or lower may 

significantly reduce the arsenic and iron concentration within the Olson well. The e
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© results indicate that extending the casing of the new well to at least 48.8 m (160 ft) 

| should improve water quality. | 

| Drill Cutting Results | 

Maple Leaf Dairy Well 

The Maple Leaf Dairy well, located in Winnebago County, Vinland Township, 

NE1/4, NE1/4, Section 1, T19N, R16E was one of the wells chosen for analysis of 

arsenic in drill cuttings. These drill cuttings were analyzed both to provide a basis — 

for background concentrations of arsenic in bedrock formations in the county and to 

| distinguish where higher concentrations of arsenic exist within a vertical geologic 

| profile. The drill cutting samples were received from the repository of the WGNHS | 

and shipped directly to the WSLH for digestion and arsenic analysis. 

The well was constructed in 1946 by I. E. Brown. Drill cutting samples were 

examined by F. T. Thwaites to determine lithology and formations. The Maple Leaf 

Dairy well is 20.3 cm (8 in) in diameter and 166.1 m (545 ft) deep. According to the 
| well log, clay and gravel was encountered to a depth of 3.7 m (12 ft) underlain by 

19.2 m (63 ft) of Platteville/Galena Dolomite. The St. Peter Sandstone was 

encountered at a depth of 22.9 m (75 ft) and underlain by 36.6 m (120 ft) of Prairie 

du Chien Dolomite, encountered at 29.0 m (95 ft). The Cambrian Sandstones were 

found from 65.5 m (215 ft) to the well bottom. The Trempealeau Sandstone was 

. found at 65.5 m (215 ft) to a depth of 79.2 m (260 ft). Franconia Sandstone was 

encountered below the Trempealeau to a depth of 126.5 m (415 ft). The Dresbach | 

: Sandstone was encountered beneath this from 126.5 m (415 ft) to the bottom of the 

well. The well is cased and grouted in place with cement to a depth of 30.5 m (100 

_ ft). The Maple Leaf Dairy well log and lithology report is shown in Appendix IV. 

Thirty-five drill cutting samples from the Maple Leaf Dairy well were analyzed | 

@ for arsenic. The results are shown in Figure 12. The results indicated a
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relatively higher arsenic concentration within the St. Peter Sandstone relative to the 

/ Platteville/Galena Dolomite. The Prairie du Chien Dolomite, however, had higher 

arsenic concentrations within zones of the formation composed of sandstone versus 

zones composed of dolomite. The Cambrian sandstones contained relatively higher 

~ levels of arsenic than those found in dolomitic parts of the Prairie du Chien and | 

Platteville/Galena Formation. The Cambrian sandstone arsenic concentrations, 

| however, were lower than those found in the sandy facies of the Prairie du Chien, 

thus, the Prairie du Chien may also contribute arsenic to groundwater. 

Fox River Tractor Company Well 

The second well site chosen for arsenic analysis of drill cuttings was the Fox 

River Tractor Company well drilled in 1963, by Goldbeck Well Drilling. This well, 

located in Outagamie County, Grand Chute Township, SE1/4, SW1/4, Section 20, 

T21N, R17E was chosen because a descriptive lithology report was available for this 

| well and drill cuttings were on file at the WGHNS repository. The well is cased with 

a 35.6 cm (14 in) diameter casing to 14.3 m (47 ft) and grouted with cement. A | 

second casing with a 20.3 cm (8 in) diameter extends to a depth of 30.5 m (100 ft). 

The total well depth is 199.0 m (653 ft). The drill cutting samples were examined by 

J. M. Warren to determine lithology and formations present. According to the well 

log, drift material was encountered to a depth of 15.2 m (50 ft) and underlain by 59.4 

~ m (195 ft) of Prairie du Chien Dolomite. However, the geological well log indicates 

that the interval between 15.2 m and 21.3 m (50 and 70 ft) may be Platteville/Galena : | 

Dolomite. The Prairie du Chien Dolomite is underlain by the Trempealeau Sandstone 

from 74.7 m (245 ft) to 83.8 m (275 ft). The Tunnel City unit was found from 83.8 

- m (275 ft) to 93.0 m (305 ft) underlain by the Ironton Sandstone to a depth of 111.3 

m (365 ft). The Galesville Sandstone of the Elkmound Group was encountered at 

© 111.3 m (365 ft) to the bottom of the well. The drill cuttings were sent directly to 

|
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the WSLH for arsenic analysis. A copy of the well construction report can be found 

in Appendix IV. | 

Twenty-five drill cutting samples from the Fox River Tractor Company well were 

analyzed for arsenic. The results shows that arsenic concentrations remained 

- relatively constant in all intervals analyzed (Figure 13). The well was drilled through 

drift then the Prairie du Chien which contained mostly dolomite. The dolomite layer 

in this well was unlike the Maple Leaf Dairy well in which the Prairie du Chien 

| Group was composed of dolomite in the upper portion and sandstone in the lower 

portion. The Prairie du Chien Group at the Fox River Tractor well had relatively 

lower arsenic concentrations than the Maple Leaf Dairy well, probably because of the 

lack of sandstone in the formation. 

Donald Valence Well 

The third well, located in Winnebago County, Clayton Township, SE1/4, SE1/4, 

Section 29, T20N, R16E chosen for drill cutting arsenic analysis was a private well 

owned by Donald Valence. This well was chosen based on the availability of a 

| lithology report and drill cuttings. The Valence well is 15.2 cm (6 in) in diameter 

with a total depth of 41.1 m (135 ft). It was drilled by Schmidt’s Rotary Well 

Drilling Water and Pump Service on April 26, 1990. According to the well log, clay, _ 

hardpan and stones were encountered to a depth of 8.2 m (27 ft) from the surface and ' 

‘underlain by 27.4 m (90 ft) of limestone. Shale and sandstone were encountered at 

35.7 m (117 ft) to 40.5 m (133 ft). This was underlain by limestone at 40.5 m (133 

ft) throughout the rest of the well. The well is cased to 12.8 m (42 ft) and grouted 

| , with cement to a depth of 12.5 m (41 ft). A copy of the well construction report and 

lithology report is in Appendix IV. The Donald Valence well drill cutting results are | 

shown in Figure 14. @
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Arsenic concentrations are relatively higher in the St. Peter Sandstone than in | 

/ other formations comprising the well. The upper Prairie du Chien unit also showed 

relatively higher arsenic concentrations than those found in the Platteville/Galena 

Dolomite. This observation supports the data obtained from packer testing and drill 

cutting analysis at other sites. The relatively low arsenic concentration found at the 

contact between the St. Peter Sandstone and the lower Platteville/Galena Dolomite 

may be due to the sampling method. Typically only 2 to 3 g of sample are collected 

from an entire five-foot drilling interval. A grab sample may have been taken when 

the well driller began drilling at 35.1 m (115 ft). If this were the case, it would have 

been a sample from the Platteville/Galena Dolomite and not the contact zone. 

The WGNHS lithology report for the Valence well indicates the presence of 

pyrite (Appendix IV) which may correlate with the presence of arsenic. However, 

examination of the results of the drill cutting analysis for arsenic shows no apparent 

correlation with the presence of pyrite. This link may exist but due to sampling 

methods for collecting drill cuttings, it may not be possible to establish such a 

| relationship. | 

Dick Olson Well | 
The final site selected for drill cutting arsenic analysis was the well owned by Sue 

» and Dick Olson, located in Outagamie County, Osborn Township, NW1/4, NW1/4, 

| Section 8, T23N, R18E. The well was originally constructed by Bill Van De Yacht 

on November 14, 1984, to a depth of 30.8 m (101 ft). According to the original well 

log, clay was encountered to a depth of 2.7 m (9 ft) and 1s underlain by 12.5 m (41 

ft) of limestone. Sandstone was encountered at 15.2 m (50 ft) below the surface | 

y extending to the bottom of the well. The well was originally cased to 12.8 m (42 ft) 

with black steel casing grouted in place. The original Olson well construction report 

© is in Appendix IV. On March 15, 1993, the well was reconstructed toa depth of 

d
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91.4 m (300 ft). During reconstruction, the Cambrian sandstones were encountered 

directly below the St. Peter Sandstone at 70.1 m (230 ft) and extended to 91.4 m (300 , 

ft). 

The results of the drill cuttings analysis for the Olson well are shown in Figure 

15. Drill cuttings were available only from the newer (deeper) portion of the well. 

Thus, no drill cuttings were available above 33.5 m (110 ft), the contact between the » 

Platteville/Galena Dolomite and the St. Peter Sandstone. Unfortunately this is the | : 

most important zone since it is believed to contribute arsenic to groundwater. The 

| results from the analysis indicate that the arsenic concentrations are relatively uniform 

throughout the rock column. There are no exceptionally high arsenic zones, although 

the upper Cambrian sandstone has a somewhat higher concentration of arsenic than : 

other zones. Several intervals were not analyzed for arsenic because of cost 

constraints. : 

Data Interpretation 

The private well sample results indicate a significant number of wells in q 

Outagamie County exceed the health advisory for arsenic. One well in Winnebago 

County of the 164 sampled exceeded the health advisory for arsenic. Due to the 

complexity of the bedrock geology, groundwater flow and the number of samples 

exceeding the health advisory (only one in Winnebago County), interpretation of the . 

pattern arsenic contamination of privates wells will be primarily limited to Outagamie A 

| County. The private wells exceeding the health advisory for arsenic tend to be within | 

| a 8.0 km (5 mile) area of the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop. The St. Peter Sandstone 

subcrop refers to the area where the St. Peter Sandstone is nearest to the surface. 

Since most private wells within Outagamie and Winnebago Counties range between 

30.4 m and 48.8 m (100 and 160 ft) in total depth, the St. Peter Sandstone would be 

| the strata most wells would tap. Wells located outside this area most likely would not @
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: draw water from zones within the St.Peter Sandstone because it lies too deep or it is 

non-existent. The St. Peter Sandstone dips to the southeast at a rate of 4.7 m/km (25 

ft/mile) (Olcott, 1966). Those private wells located outside the 8.0 km (5 mile) 

boundary from the St. Peter Sandstone that are deeper than normal, however, may 

| encounter the St. Peter Sandstone. Municipal wells tend to have greater depths than 

private wells and, therefore, may extend into the St. Peter Sandstone when located , 

greater than 8.0 km (5 miles) from the St. Peter Sandstone trend. However, because : 

most municipal wells are quite deep, they may draw water from several different 

geologic units within the subsurface. Thus, if the St. Peter Sandstone was 

| contributing arsenic to the municipal supply, it may be diluted with the water received 

from other geologic units. This is apparent also from the arsenic packer test results 

from the Seymour test wells drilled by the USGS. Three wells were constructed by 

the USGS and the WGNHS to study the area of source groundwater for Brown 

County. Three wells (W131-OU-416, W130-OU-417 and W129-OU-418) were 

drilled across the theoretical groundwater divide. A groundwater divide separates the 

groundwater that flows naturally into one particular basin from that which flows 

naturally into a neighboring basin. Packer tests were performed by WGNHS and 

| USGS on all three wells to determine water quality and quantity. The packer test 

interval varied from test to test and ranged from 19.2 to 57.9 m (63 to 190 ft). This 

difference in intervals would effect the dilution of the arsenic in the sample because 

the larger the well column from which the water is drawn the greater the likelihood 

for dilution and therefore a reduction in arsenic concentration. 

Well W131-OU-416 water samples extracted from the packer intervals contained 

a arsenic ranging between < 10 pg/L and 34 pg/L which were higher than W130-OU- | 

| | 417 and W129-OU-418, therefore, it was chosen for arsenic analysis of drill cuttings. 

Low concentrations of arsenic between < 10 yg/L and 12 ug/L were detected in | 

wells W130-OU-417 and W129-OU-418. None of the water samples extracted from @
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the packer intervals from the three wells exceeded the drinking water standard for 

arsenic. 

The groundwater divide as delineated by the WGNHS separates Outagamie 

County almost in half. This divide separates groundwater flow direction in 

Outagamie County into either a southeasterly flow direction or a westerly flow 

direction. Most wells that exceed the health advisory for arsenic are located east of 

| the groundwater divide. When groundwater contamination is present due to point 

(human-made) sources, areas of contamination tend to be distributed down gradient of 

the source. Because arsenic contamination in Outagamie County is spread linearly 

along the groundwater divide, the pattern suggests that the arsenic is not originating 

from a single point source. | 

Wells with high arsenic levels may receive larger quantities of water from zones 

within the subsurface with higher arsenic mineral content (Glenwood Member of the © 

St.Peter Sandstone). The Glenwood Member is known to be highly mineralized. 

Therefore, the water derived from this zone within the well may contain a higher | 

arsenic content due to the dissolution of those minerals. Arsenic concentrations in the 

well water are the results of a complex interplay of minerals present in the aquifer 

supplying the water, the flow of water through the aquifer, the geochemistry of the 

groundwater, microorganisms present and a host of other geochemical conditions. 

To further rule out the possibility of multiple point sources as a reason for 

7 elevated arsenic levels in groundwater, a search for arsenic pesticide storage facility 

: locations was undertaken. Arsenic-based pesticides, such as sodium arsenite, were 

| used in the 1930’s and 1940’s in Wisconsin for grasshopper control. The search 

found only one site each in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties, that reportedly 

stored arsenic-based pesticides in the 1940’s. The Outagamie County highway shop 

in Appleton, Wisconsin, was reported in May, 1940, to have two drums outside the 

@ shop from a 1938 shipment. Both drums were reported to be located outside the shop
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in poor storage. Winnebago County was also reported to have two drums at its 

highway shop in Oshkosh. These drums were reported as part of a 1938 shipment 

, and in fair condition and in good storage. There are no further records of storage, 

disposal or use of these materials beyond May, 1943, at either location. These two 

facilities could not possibly supply the arsenic contamination to all affected wells. If | 

these sources were major contributors to arsenic contamination, the highest levels of 

arsenic in well water would have been found near the two garages. This was not the _ 

case. The St. Peter Sandstone subcrop is paralleled by arsenic contaminated wells 

over a 35.4 km (22 mile) linear distance. In summary, a single human-made point 

source or multiple point sources of the arsenic contamination in the private wells is 

deemed highly unlikely. This is because of the linear distribution pattern of the 

arsenic contamination over this trend. 

The drill cutting analysis strongly supports the theory that the arsenic in well a 

water in the two counties comes from natural sources. Although arsenic 

concentrations in the groundwater cannot be predicted from drill cutting results, a 

relative basis of where to expect high arsenic concentrations can be predicted. The 

drill cutting results suggest that higher arsenic concentrations should exist in the upper 

| portions of the St. Peter Sandstone and possibly the lower portion of the 

Platteville/Galena Formation. 

The drill cutting results are supported by the packer testing results. Even though 

° the contact between the St. Peter Sandstone and the Platteville/Galena Formation was 

not directly tested, the packer tests showed a marked increase in arsenic | 

concentration in the upper portion of the St. Peter Sandstone. The lower St. Peter 

| Sandstone and the Prairie du Chien units had much lower arsenic concentration in the 

: groundwater received from those aquifers. The results suggest that one should avoid 

extracting well water from the upper portion of the St. Peter Sandstone aquifer to 

minimize arsenic levels in groundwater supplies. ©
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| National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) Data | 

The United States Atomic Energy Commission initiated the National Uranium 

Resource Evaluation (NURE) program in 1973. The NURE was initiated to 

determine the available uranium resources and the potential for uranium exploration in 

the United States. One of the major. programs initiated for data collection was the 

Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance. The purpose of this 

program was to systematically sample groundwaters, surface waters, and sediments | 

from lakes, springs, and streams. Sampling began in 1976, with authorization for 

analysis of elements other than uranium in 1977. Wisconsin was studied for various 

metals concentrations in natural waters in 1977. 

In 1985, the USGS obtained responsibility for all NURE data and reports. The 

NURE data indicated that both Outagamie and Winnebago Counties had wells 

exceeding the preventative action limit for arsenic (5 pg/L). The data also showed 

that both Shawano and Waupaca Counties had wells that exceeded the preventative 

action limit for arsenic. The St. Peter Sandstone trend does extend north of 

Outagamie County into Shawano, Oconto and Marinette Counties. It also exists south 

of Winnebago County into Fond Du Lac, Dodge, Jefferson and other counties. A 

| summary of the NURE data for 11 counties in northeastern Wisconsin is found in 

| Table 8. | 

Oo New Well Construction and Well Reconstruction 

- Three families with groundwater exceeding the health advisory for arsenic were 

advised that they may want to consider remediating their arsenic problem via 

reconstruction of their existing well or constructing a new well. All three 

constructions and reconstructions proved successful. The first well is located in the 

SE1/4, SW1/4, Section 13, T21N, R16E in the township of Greenville, in Outagamie 
@ County, Wisconsin. The well was analyzed initially by National Testing Laboratories
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Table 8. Summary of Arsenic Data from the National Uranium Resource 

Evaluation Program (NURE) 
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at the request of the well owner, John Baumgart in April of 1988. The well water 

reportedly contained 240 g/L total arsenic which exceeded the health advisory. The 

WDNR was notified of the results and resampled the well. The results reported by 

the WSLH were 630 pg/L total arsenic and 2120 mg/L total solids. The Baumgarts 

were issued a health advisory and advised not to use their water for drinking or food 

preparation. The Baumgart’s decided to reconstruct their existing well. 

The Baumgart’s original well was constructed on October 3, 1978, by Wagner 

| Brothers Well Drilling Inc. to a total depth of 43.3 m (142 ft). According to the well 

construction report, red clay was encountered to a depth of 9.1 m (30 ft). This was 

underlain by 1.5 m (5 ft) of gravel. Hardpan was encountered from 10.7 m ( 35 ft) 

to 13.7 m (45 ft). The hardpan was underlain by 24.4 m (80 ft) of Platteville/Galena 

| Dolomite. The St. Peter Sandstone was encountered from 38.1 m (125 ft) to 43.3 m 

(142 ft) below the Platteville/Galena Dolomite. The well was cased to a depth of 

13.7 m (45 ft). A copy of the well construction report is in Appendix V. 

| Based on the well construction report, the WDNR advised the Baumgart’s to 

grout the bottom of their existing well to eliminate well recharge from the St. Peter 

Sandstone which was believed to be the source of arsenic. Once grouted, the well 

supplied little water to the residence. The WDNR then advised the owner to abandon 

the existing well and to drill a new well on the property that would not extend into 

the St. Peter Sandstone formation. The well was abandoned on December 19, 1990, 

: | by Bill Van De Yacht. 

A new well was constructed on November 30, 1990, by Bill Van De Yacht. The 

new well extended only into the Platteville/Galena Dolomite and does not draw water 

from the St. Peter Sandstone. A copy of the new Baumgart well construction report 

- is in Appendix V. According to the well construction report clay was encountered to 

a depth of 12.2 m (40 ft). The clay is underlain by 2.7 m (9 ft) of gravel. 

@ Limestone was encountered from 14.9 m (49 ft) to the total well depth of 30.8 m 

|
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(101 ft). The well is cased to 15.2 m (50 ft). The well water was sampled by the 

WDNR on January 22, 1990, and analyzed for arsenic by the WSLH. The WSLH | 

reported the arsenic concentration to be less than their quantifiable limit (10 yg/L). 

Thus, the arsenic contamination problem was avoided by drilling a new well that did 

not draw water from the St. Peter Sandstone. | 

The second well that was constructed because of arsenic contamination was owned 

| by Mark Voster. The well is located in the SW1/4, SE1/4, Section 32, T22N, RI7E 

in Center Township in Outagamie County, Wisconsin. The well was reported to 

contain 59 yg/L total arsenic from a February 6, 1991, sample and 74 yg/L total 

arsenic from a March 13, 1991, sample. Both results exceeded the health advisory | 

for arsenic. Thus, the Voster’s were advised by the WDNR not to use the water for 

drinking or food preparation. They were advised of alternatives for remediation of 

the arsenic problem which were: (1) reconstruction of the well; (2) drilling a new 

well; (3) purchasing bottled water or (4) purchasing an approved treatment device for 

the removal of arsenic. The Voster’s decided to drill a new well. 

The original Voster well was constructed on October 19, 1968, by Malcolm 

Veitch to a total well depth of 45.7 m (150 ft). According to the original well 

construction report (Appendix V), red clay was encountered to a depth of 3.7 m (12 

ft) underlain by 2.1 m (7 ft) of hardpan. Gravel was noticed from 5.8 m (19 ft) to 

7.0 m (23 ft). The well construction report indicates the presence of 

Platteville/Galena Dolomite from 7.0 m (23 ft) to 28.0 m (92 ft). St. Peter Sandstone 

was encountered directly under the Platteville/Galena Dolomite to the total well depth 

of 45.7 m (150 ft). The well was cased to a depth of 12.6 m (41.5 ft). The WDNR 

advised the Voster’s to either drill a new well that extended below the St. Peter 

| Sandstone or to drill shallower to avoid the St. Peter Sandstone. The original well 

was abandoned and a new well was drilled on May 4, 1991. The new well was 

constructed by Schmidt’s Well Drilling to a total depth of 54.9 m (180 ft). According ©}
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to the new well construction report (Appendix V) clay, stone, and gravel were 

. encountered to a depth of 10.0 m (33 ft). This was underlain by Platteville/Galena 

Dolomite to a depth of 29.0 m (95 ft). The St. Peter Sandstone was encountered 

from 29.0 m (95 ft) to 53.3 m (175 ft), and underlain by a mixture of limestone, 

sandstone and shale from 53.3 m (175 ft) to the total well depth of 54.9 m (180 ft). 

The well casing extended from the surface to 47.2 m (155 ft). The new well was 

sampled on June 25, 1991, by the WDNR and analyzed by the WSLH for total 

arsenic. The arsenic concentration in the new well was reported to be less than 

detectable quantities, <10 ug/L. Thus, by drilling deeper and casing off the St. 

Peter Sandstone and Platteville/Galena contact, the arsenic concentration in the well 

a was reduced. 

The Olson well was the third well that remediation techniques were used to lower 

the arsenic concentration in the well water. A lithological description of the Olson’s 

original well and their reconstructed well is in Chapter 4. The original well | 

' construction report and a lithological summary of their reconstructed well are in 

Appendix V. The Olson’s placed a liner in their deepened well to 45.7 m (150 ft). 

The liner prevented the well from drawing water from the upper portions of the 

St.Peter Sandstone, which was known from prior packer testing as contributing 

arsenic to the well. After the installation of the well liner, the well was resampled 

| from an outside tap and was reported by the WSLH to contain 13 pg/L arsenic and 

~ 1.6 mg/L iron. This is a drastic reduction from 1200 ug/L arsenic and 87 mg/L iron, 

the values reported prior to remediation. | oe 
Remediation reduced the arsenic concentration in the three wells by eliminating 

the upper St. Peter Sandstone as a primary water source. In one case the well was 

drilled shallower, thus removing the St. Peter Sandstone as the source of water 

altogether. In the other cases, the wells were constructed deeper and the casing was 

©
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, _ extended beyond the upper St. Peter Sandstone preventing this zone from recharging 

the well. :
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| CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study of arsenic levels in private wells in Outagamie and Winnebago 

Counties has shown that a significant number of wells are affected by high arsenic 

levels. The present health standard of 50 yg/L As was exceeded in 3.6 % of the 

| wells tested. If the health advisory standard for arsenic is lowered to 5 yg/L as has 

been proposed by the EPA, then the percentage of the wells affected will increase to 

39 %. 

GIS proved to be a valuable tool in identifying the approximate geographic 

regions in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties where private wells are affected by 

naturally occurring arsenic (Plates 1 and 2). All of private wells in Outagamie and 

Winnebago Counties exceeding the health advisory for arsenic in Outagamie and 

Winnebago Counties are within a 8.0 km (5 mile) area surrounding the mapped St. 

| Peter Sandstone subcrop trend. Greater than 75 percent of the private wells 

exceeding the health advisory are within 3.2 km (2 miles) of the trend. The St. Peter 

Sandstone subcrop trend refers to the area where the St. Peter Sandstone is nearest to 

the surface. The box plot (Figure 16) is used to visually summarize the arsenic data. 

The distribution of the wells within various arsenic concentration ranges were used to 

develop an arsenic advisory area in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties. Five values 

| were used from the set of data: the upper and lower boundaries at 90 and 10 percent, 

respectively, the upper and lower quartiles (stippled areas) and the median. The 

number of wells within each arsenic concentration range and mile distance from the 

St. Peter Sandstone subcrop was calculated using GIS. Within each arsenic 

concentration range and distance from the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop, the median, 

| quartiles, and upper and lower boundaries were calculated. For example, all well | 

e , within Outagamie County with an As level equal to or greater than 50 pg/L were 

I
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within 8.0 km (5 miles) of the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop. Ninety percent of these 

wells fell within 3.2 km (2 miles) of the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop. For this data 

set there were three outliers represented with X’s. The outliers in this data set may 

be due to the Prairie du Chien sandstone zone contributing arsenic to the well water. 

This is supported by drill cutting results. One of the outliers may be due to a deeper 

private well. Since most wells containing arsenic fell within a 8.0 km (5 mile) range 

of the St. Peter Sandstone subcrop, a 8.0 km (5 mile) boundary around the St. Peter 

Sandstone subcrop was established as a well drillers and arsenic testing advisory area. 

Since most private wells within Outagamie and Winnebago Counties range 

| between 30.5 m and 48.8 m (100 and 160 ft) deep, wells within the advisory area are 

prone to draw water from the St. Peter Sandstone. Those located outside this area 

| would not likely reach the St. Peter Sandstone. The St. Peter Sandstone is deeper to 

the east because it dips to the southeast at a rate of 4.7 m/km (25 ft/mile) (Olcott, 

1966). Those private wells, located outside the 8.0 km (5 mile) boundary from the 

St. Peter Sandstone, that are drilled deeper than normal may encounter the formation 

and therefore may contain arsenic. 

This study has provided substantial evidence that the arsenic found in the 

groundwater in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties is of natural origin. First, the 

pattern of contaminated wells is relatively widespread covering an area of 

approximately 580 km’ ( 224 mi’). The aerial extent of the contamination alone 

~ clearly suggests that the source of arsenic is of natural origin. Second, analysis of 

drill cuttings from various geologic formations, especially in the upper St. Peter 

Sandstone, have identified specific zones in various geologic strata with high levels of | 

arsenic. Third, well packer tests have shown that groundwater from these zones have 

a the highest levels of arsenic. 

There are a number of natural sources that may possibly contribute to arsenic in 

© groundwater. Arsenic tends to be associated with mineral deposits of sulfides and 

I
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, : sulfo-salts (Boyle and Jonasson, 1973). Arsenic can be used as an indicator of the 

following types of deposits: Cu, Ag, Au, Zn, Cd, Hg, U, Sn, Pb, P, Sb, Bi, S, Se, | 

Te, Mo, W, Fe, Ni, Co, Pt, because it is often associated with them. Arsenic is 

commonly found in certain types of mineral deposits, especially with the metals Cu, 

Ag, Zn, Hg, Pb, and Fe (Boyle and Jonasson, 1973). The principal carrier in rocks 

is pyrite, FeS, (Boyle and Jonasson, 1973). The presence of pyrite was examined in 

the Valence drill cuttings. The drill cuttings were reported to contain small amounts 

of pyrite. Pyrite may exist in layers within the upper St. Peter Sandstone or lower 

Platteville/Galena Dolomite and thus potentially contribute arsenic to groundwater. 

This is possible because often high iron and sulfate concentrations were found with 

high arsenic concentrations as observed in the Spreeman and Olson well water. 

This research project has also identified alternatives for private wells so that users 

can eliminate or greatly reduce their exposure to arsenic in their drinking water 

supply. These alternatives are: 

(1) purchase bottled water, 

(2) install a state approved water treatment device such as a distillation or 

reverse osmosis unit, | 

(3) reconstruct an existing well, or | 

(4) drill a new well. 

The data collected in this study provides the scientific basis for alternatives 3 and 4. 

We now know that when drilling a well in this area, if possible the St. Peter 

Sandstone unit should not be penetrated. If it is necessary to drill through the St. 

Peter Sandstone to obtain a sufficient volume of water, the upper portions should be 

cased off to prevent this part of the formation from supplying water to the well. 

Three private residences whose well water exceeded the health advisory for arsenic 

are now supplied well water from newly constructed wells based on these | 

recommendations. All of the new wells reduced arsenic concentration in the water by ©



© a 
; removing the upper St. Peter Sandstone unit as the primary water source. One of the 

wells was drilled shallower thus removing the St. Peter Sandstone as the source of 

water altogether. The other two wells were drilled deeper and the casings extended 

beyond the upper St. Peter Sandstone excluding that portion from being part of the 

wells water source. : 

Based primarily on the results of this study, the WDNR has established guidelines 

for well drillers constructing wells within the advisory area of 8.0 km (5 mile) around 

the St. Peter Sandstone trend in Outagamie and Winnebago Counties (Figure 17). 

Well drillers and owners should realize that these established guidelines are not a 

guarantee that arsenic will be totally avoided in their new well water. The guidelines 

| serve as an aid to reduce arsenic in water which recharges new wells based on current 

information. The guidelines to well drillers may change as more information is 

received regarding arsenic from Outagamie, Winnebago and surrounding counties. 

Well drillers constructing new wells within the arsenic advisory area are advised to 

| follow the established guidelines. All private well owners residing in the arsenic 

advisory area should test their well water for arsenic and take appropriate measures to 

avoid arsenic exposure, if needed. 

Municipal wells tend to be deeper than private wells and, therefore, may extend 

into the St. Peter Sandstone in areas outside the advisory area. However, because 

they have greater depth they may also draw water from several different geologic 

- units within the subsurface and thus may benefit from dilution as is apparent when 

examining packer test results from the Seymour test wells drilled by the USGS. | 

Nevertheless, if a new deep well is constructed for a potable water supply, the well 

driller or owner should have the water tested for arsenic. 

- The results of this investigation strongly suggest the need for further study. Since 

the St. Peter Sandstone is present in other parts of eastern and southern Wisconsin, 

© these areas may also be effected by arsenic contamination and should be evaluated.
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a In 1993, the WDNR expanded its arsenic studies to Shawano, Oconto, and Marinette 

Counties, Wisconsin. Selected private wells in these counties are to be sampled for 

arsenic. If any significant contamination levels are found, the WONR and other 

agencies will need to take appropriate measures to inform the public. 

A second recommendation is to perform health studies on individuals that have 

unknowingly been exposed to elevated arsenic levels from their water supply. Few 

studies exist on the effects of chronic exposure to arsenic. Such data would furnish 

additional information for the necessity of lowering the health advisory standard for 

arsenic from 50 pg/L to perhaps 5 pg/L. 

A third recommendation is to further examine the cause of unusually low pH in 

groundwater. The Spreeman well water had an unusually low pH, which may be 

caused by the presence and oxidation of pyrite. However, this is only speculation, 

further study is required to determine the cause of this abnormal pH in the Spreeman 

and other wells with low pH problems (Porter and Schneider). The WDNR is 

| currently conducting a study of the Porter well to determine whether the low pH 

found in this well is due to a natural or man-made source. 
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| Appendix I. , 

Groundwater Bottles and Preservation Methods Required by the SLOH for 

Chemical Analysis. 
(Lindorff et al, 1987) 

Parameter Required Volume Preservation Volume of 

Bottle Type Required Method ° Preservative 

| (mL) (mL) Required ” 

Alkalinity (62s [50 oot, aoc f= 
Chloride none 

required 

Metals - 250 Metals HNO, to pH<2 | 2.5 mL 35% 
Ag,Al,As,Ba,Ca,Cd,Cu (8N) HNO, to 

Fe,K,Mg,Mn,Na,Ni, Pb, pH<2 
Se,Sn, Zn, Hardness 
(all metals except 
Hg, and Cr’*®) 

Determine on 
site - Lab 
pH for 
reference 
only 

Specific Conductance Determine 
on-site 

fsuifate fos 2s Coot aoc 

1 Sample preservation was performed immediately upon sample collection. 

2 This is the volume of preservative generally found to be sufficient to 

achieve the proper pH. However, additional preservative may have been 

required in highly buffered samples. The final pH of preserved samples 
was verified with pH paper.
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Appendix I. (continued) 

SS 

| Methods of Analysis used by SLOH _ 

= eel Method Method # Reference (ug/L) 
Source 

[at rep | 00.2 | azo S| mT 
(sp, rum | 400.3 | 3augp_ | sw | 

[se ser} _son.a_{ _sszo__)}_a_}__st — 
[ pe, rep | 400.2 | 3x20 | Sm | 

(ca, pum | 400.3 | anus S| sm |e 
(cr, purn | 400.3 | ganze, | we | 

cu, rep | too.2 | azo S| 
[cu parm’ | 400.3 | ase | sm 
(re, rcp | 00.2 —| azo | Sm | tn. 
Tp, rurn | 400.3 | aaasp | sw | 

[ mm, rcp | 400.2 —| —saazo_——s| Sm | 

(wi, rcp | 400.2 | sazo S| Sm | 
| se, urn [coos | saazp | sm fk 
[ ag, Furn | 400.3 | saagp | sm | 
[ wa, rcp | 400.2 | gazo- | Sm | 

[mrp | 400.2 | zo S| sm 
[ca rcp | on. | azo | Sm | 

| (mg, rcp | a0.2 | azo | sm | 
| aikalinity | 325.2 | 30.2 | pa | mg 
[|—onersas _} aso. | __aist__{}__stn__1_o.2 
[conor | avon =| aazos S| Sw | sce 
[ conductivity | 215.2 | 220.1 ~~ | pa | a pmhofem | 

© | 

|
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Appendix I. (continued) 

| } Methods of Analysis used by SLOH (continued) , 

Parameter SLOH Approved SDWA MDL 

Method SDWA Reference —— (mg/L) 

Method # Source | 

Total Solids | 330.2 160.3 eA 0 
sulfate | 370.2 375.2 feat 
Turbidity 320.1 180.1 eat 
[Hardness | 200.2 23408 pm fee 
Pe ee [era su 

EPA Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes, USEPA, EPA-600/4-79-020 (1983). 

SM Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 17th Edition (1989). 

Lachat Fluoride in water, Method 10-109-12-2-A, 1991. Available from Lachat Instruments, 

6645 West Mill Road, Milwaukee, WI 53218. 

1used for sample with «100 ug/L when a lower MDL is desired. 

2ug/L unless otherwise indicated 

Notes: 

Reporting limit for arsenic until December 1992 was 10 pg/L. 

Limit of Detection (LOD) for arsenic determined December 1992 to be 1 yg/L.
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Appendix I. (continued) 

Drill Cutting Analysis Methods 

Drill Cutting Digestion SLOH LOD Reference Used 

# Method (mg/kg) 

ryn5pst | _750.a_| BP sone, 3rd Edition, Section 3050, 1986. 

Wastes, EPA-600/4-79-020, Method 206.5, 

Drill Cutting Analysis SLOH Reporting 1979. 

by Hydride Method (naka) Standard Methods, 17th Edition, Methods 
mg/<9 3114, 1989. -
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Appendix II. Caliper Log Results - Spreeman Well 

LAYNE-NORTHWEST COMPANY | 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin | 

| CALIPER LOG 
Job #: 69.5596-AP . | 

| Job Name:__The spreeman House/Wisconsin DNR 
Well #: i 

Well Location:_Steve & Christy Spreegan | M1245 Mayflower Drive 
—~Applcton, WI 54935 

zaken by:_Vince and Mike Meinde) —_— css . Date:____Februery 3.3993 0 | 

FOOTAGE DIAMETER | FOOTAGE DIAMETER 

50! 950 

: Te 
20 ee i 

222. 6. es 66 5. 5c 
s é ee 4 [7.00 St —— 

136 7 _ 
7) ee 

—i12 es Sd 
L675 90 | 6.56 as 
 ) 

oo 
~ 

_ 
Cs 

| Cs —_— 
ee , 

| Tt : 
| 1 ™™~tsS __ 

) oo 
] J 

a _ — 

| aN
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'  Apperdix III. Ganma-ray Log Results - Spreeman Well 

| LAYNE-NORTHWEST COMPANY 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

_ GAMMA L9G | 
Job #: €9.S5596-AP . 

Job Name: The Spreeman House/Wisconsin DNR 

| Well #: 1 ; 
Well Location: Steve & Christy Spreeman | 

—Ni245 Mayflower Drive 
—Appleten, Wl 54935 

Taken Sy: Viace § Mike Meinde] 
Date: February 3, 1993 

FOOTASE | SEConDs FOOTAGE SECONDS 
A3=-301/ - t 

tsp=797 Le ait 299-23 , | =226 

297-295 [229-227] : 
$5-29 [227-225 s 
93-25 

=245 6 [225-223 ——_ 
89-2 6 J 223-223 —_ 

287-<8 & | ~-219 =e 
. aS—-c8 229-237. 

283-28: 4 | 227-235 S| 7 
28ir273 a [235-233 _ 
229-427 2 [233-213 sd ° 
Z3= [209-207 

267 -265__ 4 [203-199 
265-26: [ss 399-397 — 
£63=-26 6 7¢ 

281-259 pss CdS 9-3 : 
259-257 T 363-15 
237-285 ___ 33 j 292-189 | zo 

SS-25 S | 39-387 ! 
B2—25). 4 ) 187-18 on 

—24'5 2 85-18 | f — 

249-2 [398 ~*' gs3-je 27 
2472245 [7s ssts=“<*dS:*C*éi HIS 
245-243 3 1279-377, 2 
243-243 2 | 277-175 

ot i 73-17 f 

BF7235_ tg 71-169 

Page i of 2



- | Appendix III. (continued) Gamma-ray Log Results - Spreeman Well 

| LAYNE-NORTEWEST COMPANY 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

GAMMA _LOG | : 

Job #:______ 60, SS9G-AP 
Job Mame:_The Soreensn Eouse/Wisconsin DNR 

| Well #: i  S 
| Well Location: Steve § Christy Spreenman 

M1245 vayflower Drive 
Appleton, Wr 34935. 

Taken by:_ Vince § Miko Meinde)..__ 
Date: es Pebruary 3,199} 

FOOTAGE SECONDS FOOTAGE | sEcowDps 

69-167’ 7 | n2~102" 

263-2362 47 [37-95 404000 

seis? ; | = ; 
155-153 sé} 59-8 ¥ 
153- | Fi 1 =.67-85  — | 
§1-145 | 37] | 85-83 7 

q= l 66 } . 3 _ 
243-343 | i€7 y= 77 

= 7 }__ 77-75, —-___ 
4242139. 346 13> ei 
133-137 Ty 63 . 73- 

- ; 6 =-6§ 3 
35— i | 69-67 | 52 __. 

o } | 67-46! 33 

- _ j 65e 

a 7 Qo. me 3 EL oo 
127< G6 a as 

~ | 6 —___t - | 7 

: wash at = fs 

= 5 } -§3e8) 
= ES 
- ggg Ge ~ 
- ¥en 
-%0 i 4 eee ee 

qo7=295 83 . 
4 105-303 219 

@ | nnn
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Appendix III. (continued) Gamma-ray Log Results - Spreeman Well @ 
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@ Appendix IV. (continued) Origi 
( ) Original Spreeman Well Construction Report 

WELL 

DEPART! STATE OF ee nasovecr 3% 

CONSTRUCTOR’S REPORT 
: 

Weled 
3 Sa. Sse erent Coor goatee suet . 

x 
7ELLOe coey = Cones corr 

= 

Outazasie 
Tg town 0 Views 0 Ov __ Greenville 

. 
e 

— — — 

ay —- <A mesh se ns 

onard Shred er eee 
7 

BE eet al = SES EAST REWER TOS oa POORER TIE pe —| wae par 

Queord cwwer lo cogracsisro beh) | 10 38 | 
no 

eas IN SEPTIC ER pEYIE OL erst FREES IGEN [EES | AEARESGES WELL | SRE BO) 

GL ms | 

P| Pee ll 
ora se [GN 5 “= bat eee = ene), amas Lenad be 

2 

TiWea tw wrended To wupply weer tor 
. : 

7. DRILNOLE 
: 10, FORMATIONS 

Cin fa) | tromim.) | to einen) | tom | to ond 
trom ny _| to MD 

6 cl leone eet ee = 

& CASING, UNER, CURSING, AND SCREEN 

35 

=) Gnd ot tem m)_! toh) Grav 

6 how Black Steel [ sete | co | eo aton 
85 

eS ee 

| [cra | 

reer eee eee 
Det team m)_ | To) 

: 

Joa: Cenent [stm | so 
Weil construction completed 62 Oct 1969 

Ti MISCELLANEOUS DATA 

ears 

Tieid teen 
te ot 6 com Well le terminated 

inches *T below final grade 

Seorh from surtece to normal waver level 8 fr. Well disinfected vpen complesion 
iY Oe 

Deorh ro werer level when pumelns 
es | Wo sasiad wareright upon 

completion Gre ON 

‘Warer sample sent 1 

leberstery om 
19, 

Se ae ee el ng Nt 

woils, wa inn a a, att Rhing ag ote meme 
me dm me SS 

AT 

wail eee era sosecs pits wiee shevid 
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° : Rotary] 
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_ 
Mibe ) Reghtered Well Driller |as5 W. Hickory St.,Seymour, Wis. 

Please do not write in space below 
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Appendix IV. (continued) Original Olson Well Construction Report 

7 5 
Deeeien Cirbessap pins NOTE: WELL CONSTRUCTOR’S REPORT 

Frivate Wate: Supply Mais Copy — Division's Copy. Form 3300-15 eae RE DTD 
Treen =- aes 7 

Madison, Wisconsin $3707 Yelow Copy — Owner's Copy ROV 26 wv.- 

CoS . CHECK-7) ONE: Name a 
: Boon Town Own 7 cis ed 22 PA «4 

* a Sec) 3. NAME__[J OWNER LIAGENT AT TIME OF DRILLING CHECK (7 ONE 
2. LOCATION Qty [o> Qa 3 Q )ietk © 

OR — Grid or Strest No. aSuesior Road Name ADDRESS <BD. ; 

i \os es a an = 

‘AND — If available subdivision name, lot & block No. ae OFFIC F, CODE | . 
SS een aa Peo nae = fs 

4. Distance in feet from [Senttary Bias. Drain | Sanitary Bias. Sewer | connectattfo: __| Storm Bidy Drain | Storm 8105. Sewer 

or aleeseaial rh ee ee el best as — om Loy i 
Street Sewer - a Holaing | Sewaoe theniUunit] Manure eepyer er 

san. rere ee eer | = peer ao 
ane [ort _Isumo | [weet Seepage GaDe 

Privy Long aietihg | Sudjurtece Pumoroom __| g ‘So | Earthen Silage Eartnen 
a ea 50 re t pa gtecese Trench) Manure Basin 

Peens pe i | 
VAY An : 
Dorery, jatertignt Liquid [Manure fe Pons or Land =| Manure Storage Basin, Otpanqtiticripe) ack jor” Manure ‘Tank or pressure Sasctine. | ‘ioc pr . peonerere Foor mY 

S Partie! Concrete Walls 

S. Well is muanded to supply water for: __]9- FORMATIONS , 
ST AN NLA Kind From (ft.) | To (ft.) 

6. DRILLHOLE 7 
Dia. (in.)| From (tt.) |To (ft) | Dia (in) | From ft.) | To (ft) Surtace = 

| Ql swe lee | - | | te Bee Lo len = 
i CCR jin ae ee ee leo ho 

Se we Po Dia. (in.)|_ Mfg. & Method ‘of AssembI From (ft.) _' To (ft, é 

2 deb sr | sue lem] f | 
Dicsdinetdell | [| / | A ee e \Se—> _ 

raha als | a | 
— 10. TYPE OF DRILLING MACHINE USED 

\ =, Cc \ Rotary-hammer 

8. GROUT OR OFHER SEALING MATERIAL © cante Toot cs TH setting witn : 
Kind From (ft) _| To (ft) ite ee One SI a . 

pate ep \Surface Oma “/erinine lo Reverse Rotary 
1 

’ . OA03o™~ \ | J sch comstrection com ted on {—/< We 

11. MISCELLANEOUS DATA \. A _——— fica! pate 
Yield Test: = 5 Hs eee _| Well is terminated be inchs ©) below 

Depth from surface to normal water level _ LD A | fell disinfected upon completion TT ve © no _ 

Depth of water eve! x 5 we : 
when pumpin 6>_C) Fe smbitizer oan) Well sealed watertight upon completion CrveT no 

( Aer 4 CG wun anpemie LD Lp hun” ____ wen _{Bo—h__E/ 
opinion concerning other tion harards, mformatioa concerning difficulties encountered, and data relating to nearby wells, screens, seals, method di 

Nese ees ced aeens of tatont cand tm pecan: biasuag. ces tusela be given on rerurse sda: 

iu Busi N; ete Maili: 2 cone, a \) SO. jusiness Name and Complete Mailing Addreg De Ys 4 Bras. Wefl Drilling 

Se AI Ta Wa ee Wet Dene oa fact
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Appendix IV. Maple Leaf Dairy Well Construction Report 

Aly > Wht Da 
WELL CONSTRUCTOR’S REPORT TO WISCONSIN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

See Instructions on Reverse Side 

Town 
1. County ~Mann9be 6a { Wie 3, eee eee 

City 

3. Location Highway 41-4 milee.8.W..of Neenah . ... 2 2... .. . 

3. Owner DOAN Maple Leaf Dairy....0 fiche 

4) Address. =2---- N@@Nah. WAGs 2-222 - cone. cca ccecees = eos eceon es sacee) eens : 

5. From well to nearest: Building..10...ft; sewer -—— .ft; drain. ____ ft; septic tank. 2Q0. ft: : 

dry weil or Alter bed. SOO. ..ft; abandoned well. f111e<ft. : 

6. Well is intended to supply water for: ... cheese and milk plant... 22 

7. DRILLHOLE OR EXCAVATION: teat f, 10. FORMATIONS: 
ee ee) St i : Thirk. Tote 

Se fe Se 4 felts fepen 
_12.. —|—0-. -{-200 _. ms | ee | 
_6....-| 200 | _sas. ¢ - Glay & gravel = | oO | 12 
eee ee ' “ fo 

2 |= . Mees ay " - lame rock 12 80 

8. CASING AND LINER PIPE OR CURBING: : \ ! 
i ee oe a Sandstone 80 | 1090 | ! 

—12_.. —#bee) — - $9. | 32) Fao: | Ie 
et ee to fanz. | -— caring nandezone. | 200 liao 

+ + Sd | —.-Sand & Lime _ | 12 _ | 162... 
9. GROUT: ee nee — 

bres Te 

Kind (rey | te Band rock 

——neak cement _ OOS ——— 

ee | ee ee 
Spey epeeeccolion aan Ue ae |) come eee bee ee 

11. MISCELLANEOUS DATA: 

Yield test: _..12__.. Hrs. at ..4Q0....GPM. Construction of the well was cunpleted on __.__- 
6 

- Depth from surface to water: .....41...... ft. weve sone PRD Goossen eee e eens IAT. 
The well is terminated ......50_..__..._ inches 

Water-level when pumping: -...-..658...... ft. (above) (below) the permanent grade: 

Was the well disi i Wvaterieamipleleent{io laboratorriat ‘as the well disinfected upon complction? 

Yes_..X_.. No... .... 

.. Oshkosh. ...... on ......--...-.- 19.--- Was the well sealed watertight upon completion? 

Ves..5-R Noses ees 

Signature 1. E..Broxn eee Brandon, Wis... 2 LL. 
_ Registered Well Driller | Complete Mai! Address
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Appendix IV. (continued) Maple Leaf Dairy Lithology Report @ 

W422 

MAPLE LEAF DAIRY WELL, NEENAH, WIs. NE//y,NE“/Wq | 
4m. SW of Noonah on U. S. 41 Sec. x, Tt. 2 ‘ie e165. 

I. E. Brown, Driller, 1946 / 136349-136386 

Are pe! Secples examined by F. Tt. Thwaites, Nos. 130406-130468; 

Tia o=32 | 12] | Clay and gravel, no sepple 
HY FL22° pipe 

P J] Dolomite, light gray a Boat 

TC. 
i hole 

EES 
Yet 41 water 

[nome] 8" pi 
ry a Palani, Snacceay te et ee dt 2 ae 

10-7 (EE D one ne b f golo 2 S 

Cee a ee 
H * 95-155 Cy] Dolonite, light gray; sone chert, white; oe 

o = little shele, green-cray ot 

, Fg No 
id 

; een ao | Sendatone, medium to fina, light grey, very 4 
ites 

pasate helonite. light gray, 
8° hole 

120 190-215 | 25 fi Sandstone, fine, red, some gray, quartzitic ' ' 

aysaaae io | Sandstone, fine, gray. dolonitic 
' 

225-245 | 20|:===—=s| Siltstone, red, dolomitic v4 

E | 45] 245-260 | 15 [===] Siltetone, sandy, pink, dolomitic a! 

iF 260-290 : =>. sy .| Sandstone, fine to medium, pink, dolomitic, ' 

" oa glauconitic _ a, 

Pee pa beaten ne te eee gaps re Senta ante Fie £8 mangas 7 am 
D Paiatiy tS freee Sangarcua. fine te-aedinn tate te i ' 

its=14 No 
tt 

O)  Capeeseoct as Sanastone, fine to medium 0 2 ; 
Pazenteo |e ae Sansasene, fine te medium, Tear. sols-ans th) : ' 

p Pispeten in Ne Raleni ie ailiy-—aende, Let gay .t 

t|  [Seacseo ah AC palette sendy allie pi | 
380-415 | 35-773 :t| Sandstone, fine to medium, light gray, a 

SAV] deleaitic 
\ ' 

Carssrse— ints 2-> | Sandstone, medina to fine,—light_grey——— \ ; 

eee OE 2a a 
| osteo ne 
‘ 

enet %.* See 5% 
' 

465-485 [20F  oeso | Sandstone, medium to fine, light gray : te 

aeesags ot) Sandstone, fine to mediun, light gray | | 

Pegebse (of e--t Sensaconn, fee $a costae pense ee ere ee ree 1h ght ara, 

Peep DS i eee ere’ mediom ta fine, light gray, no sem! 

Formationss Drift; Platteville; St. Peter ; Lower Magnesian (Prairie du Chien); 

Trempealeau; Franconia; Dresbach (Galesville) 

Tested 12 hours at 400 g.p.m. specific capacity = 14.75 g-p-m./ft.
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@ Appendix IV. (continued) Fox River Tractor Litholgy Report - 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL & NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY Log No. oy-324 

{815 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 Sample Now. 279520-279588 

: : Wilhaw Howse of Wirtem'n? County: Outagamie 
_ Mow 

Well name Fox River Tractor Co. : R. * 

Tom of.. Grand Chute, Highways 10 & 41. Completed... 8/1/63 1 i 

Owner.... Fox River Tractor Co. Field check. T. ata -t- 

Address.. Appleton, Wisconsin Altitude.... TSE WW a 1 

Use.....+e+- Factory t 

Driller.. Goldbeck Well Drilling Static w. l. -- 55' N. <= ata 

Engineer. 
Spec. cap... -- 25 es 

Sec. 20 

Quad. Appleton 73' . 

[oonnuneeneENE DE LL 19 Hoe Daaseeeemne Casing & Liner Pipe or Curbing i 
Dia.| from] to Jpia.| from | to | pia.|Wge.6 Kind [from | to PDia.[ Wet.& Kind] from] to | 

0 20' steel +24" f 

207 100° H steel +24" 

1007 653' | 

Neat cement 
+24" 20" 

Neat cement 
+24" | 100° 

Samples fron 0 to 640' Date received: 1964 Issued: 6/68 

. Examined by: J, M. Warren Date: 3/27/68 

Formations: Drift, Prairie du Chien, Trempealeau, Tunnel City, Ironton, Galesville, — 

Remarks: well tested for 3 hours at 50 gpm with 2 feet of drawdown, Driller reports total 

soll 2spth os S82 fost. Setrechk (pac) diggers from reported bedrock in uses County Serer. 

' und woo Geviugic aup. Interval veiween 30°-70° may Ve Fiucvieviiie. ' 

el NO SAS?) - 

TJ0n1S 1) Se bn g nm hdns; s > n_snd n_¢3 

en NO AMPT 

[35-40 | Share| pl rd.P Z lcus.sit;mch st. itl V fn/ ndev_tn gvi,mstiv dol 

[Z| 

P eet 
R aaa a 

0 o\Z—— | na gro ry, V_fn,dn Qu nidissem pyr&lim sp 

A er 
7 fenseesar e762] 

IZ] dol, 1t gry mot wh & gry, fn & V fn, dns, lel sndy(fn/VC);tr xlo 

R 0-90 ro} Ae! Edissen pyr mch fn nd_& gn_sh 

4 |-100=10 RO TERN EL oer reuse ee age ee ga gh 

a ee as ee | ee SADT, Fae eee 

7 Py oa= tt \—_2> hel vl gry mot ol gry. le grvav pl or, fn fn. dns. tr Mat 

= e946 a1 Sven eee pe 2p 

c isl egee a7 == (De pl or moc gry or. fn.dn D&M: bt.hd P en DyT 

Sees te een ee Pe eee vier oe T| [aao-240 [iol __| no swe agséV pl sry rd sh 

0 0 ce NO AMP] 

150-170 4 207 $$ pi or-V fn sftsr fnev fo and 

[175-180 | _5|} | wo _SAMP! RO 

@ TRp-185 | si2 | Dol V pl or,? M&fn.mod dns,irl sf ft.lt] V fp:tr sug tex:tr wt bh chesen] sb 

. Page 1 of 3
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Appendix IV. (continued) Fox River Tractor Lithology Report (continued) @ 
WIIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL & NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY Log No. Qu-324 
815 ‘University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Well name Fox River Tractor Company . 

Sample Nos. 279520 to 279588 : . 

Vy ges ot nok Mend Pant br Plime adal com ch Pat TEL VCE Tape 
‘1p 1200-205 } ST 7 = Dolor pnk.V fn/M sft tr yl or glaucic dol:tr V fn/M snd.jel or pok 

d longezis | aol NO__SAMPLES : : 
uf} Petse220 Ts ery _mol_gry_or_pnkfnmod_do MEY fn ; eon 

33n- 235 1 ste GS > Inol cd or Mefn eft Ir V tnItl sndy(imaM. itl mot gry rds tew cols 

5 O [5 isG @ 7 Inol rd or mot rd.ery rd&V pl or. fn sft. it) MAV in Ici sndy(V fn/My 
[245-250 | S17 [Dal rd or mor rd, gry rd&V pl or, fnav tn, srtimchina’ in snd.tr H/Vd , 

R| ~y[-385.070 | seep) V pl or mot or _pnkV fn mod_dns,itl sndy(v fniglaucic-mch a] 

i} 220-272} ne Pol.V pl -or-met or pak aero itera aie | eee eee ee SU een eg en 

LL Ss a aL a Ee If A RTT 
Of-300- 305 | St... G -] Sa. gry o- pok. tn.ang.F srtg tr MeV ftn:tr glauc.dol.pl rd stshen si 

x} [ao=31s 3 0 SAMPLE Nr on ch rd bn crs glaucic dal&nyr | 

\crglauc, 
o| (3902335 Tbr TS et ory MS Srnd.© srtg.tr lt rd dol-cen mch C&fn t+ VCAV fn 

(345-350 | 6]... 1Ss,V nl_or Crud F srtotr-It] G it rd dol-cem meh U itl foaveir] 

{ t«dl nen ace t sel- ce 7 4 oS,Vv 140 gry,l,rna,¥ srtg,tr G ir Ea..doi-cem... - ‘ Sie es “ ' 

(“545-370 | 9) Sa wh eS ng mech tase rr V fmaverr limecem 
F537 Soe ne [ee a WY CO) nent eeu ee ee | 

cl | e838 ah mae gore ach Poke pr V fn RUGe pe Vimecem id 
[380-385 | 51... 1$s-V pl o- “hc, rad. P srtg ltl mtr VCaY ‘n;tr lim-cemalt bn dol] 

[395-400 | sf pl or Méfn, Srnd 2 P n-cem & O em = 

[410-415 | Si. 1 SV pl or Mein, Srnd.P srtg.tr F lim-cem 1-1 (tr V tasty atipyrede: 

Helen bag eget me | 

phate aS tr Solent 
ae i it gry_o rnd.P gomch fnec.l a : &lin-cem 

geste Ts 
[495-son | sf. al wl o s nd P sre E m=cen én pe VY nah 
1 500-505 J] 5| [NO p i | 
Soni as plvl or M&fn,mnd,P arte m= =r fa; 

nearer ne Brel ce .'.”. | $s,gry or pnk,M,rnd,P srtz, 1t1.F-P lim-gep, mch fn&C,tr V fnéVC; 

‘ 

Page 2 of 3 @
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& Appendix IV. (continued) Fox River Tractor Lithology Report (continued) a8 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL & NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY Log No. Ou-324 

Y815 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Well name pox River Tractor Co. 
Sample Nos. 279520 to 279588 

0 6 NO AMP] 

; Be cheat gag ee eke ak seacecege | A 6 80 ‘ d Mo rnd g F d_do era nfd 9 

L 

gz BO-60 NO SAMP! 

s [605-610 | §) nl or. M rnd? g 2: m-cem mch fn alg 

PEGS betes cea [me AM ce tee 

z TAMeA2S | S] st MPI 

resg-e3s TS Ss pl or. Marnd,’ srtg. le) F-P lim-cem,mch fnéC>tr or pnk sts | 

127516255660 tS 1 S801 8 p,Srnd 2 =P m-cem mch M O 

END OF WELL 

tot t ! ! 
| 

: Page 3 of 3
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Appendix IV. (continued) Donald Valence Well Construction Report oO 

q State of Wisconsin . Well Construction Report For 2 Department of Natural Resources WISCONSIN UNIQUE WELL NUMBER AG140 Fava Water Supply ~ Wala 

eer tate fides eh BREN Sigmar pe Ca Cad : ia LJ) City OC) Village | Fire # Uf available) 

> Cl es Wal or Read Name and Gf available) Deen wane il gectnes z Ww. a eel Subdivision Name Toes 7 

pacwnerowe | See ame E im correct 40-ecre 
parcal of section. | Gov't Lot #____ or Koto = i of | in eee =|, fed, (Se ee 
biti } "ef well constructed in 39 __. 

3 Reseon for sew, reconstructed, replaced, or rehabilitated 

4 Wat serves —/ pot homes andlor |macwmarwan overt | Aric, Loner € 
(ex barn, restaurant, church, school, industry, etc) Migh Capacity Property? 0 Yee Me 1 7) none O Driven Point O Jetted O other 

Well Located on Highest Point of Property, Consistent with the General Layout and Surroundings? 4 Yes 0) No . 
“Well Located in Floodplain? O Yes JR No ——— % Downspout/Yard Hydrant’ * | “meme 17, Wastewater Sump 
Distance In Feet From Well To Nearest: —_10 Privy . . ‘ —— 18. Paved Animal Barn Pen 
—— 1 Lande 2X 11. Foundation Drain to Clearwater © ____ 19. Animal Yard or Shelter 

Ley 2 Building Overhang —— 12 Foundation Drain to Sewer —— 20. Slo— Type 
227. 3. Septic or Holding Tank —— 13. Building Drain —— 21. Bam Gutter 
AZ. 4 Sewage Absorption Unit 7. OCast trea er Plastic 0 Other —— 22 Manure Pipe O Gravity 0 Pressure 
—— 5. Nonconforming Pit AZ 14 Building Sewer O Gravity 0 Pressure 0 Cast tren or Plastic © Other 
—— 6. Buried Home Heating Oi] Tank © Cast Iren or Plastic © Other —— 23. Other Manure Storage 
—— 7. Buried Petroleum Tank se 1 Collector Sewer 47/.- acct sas AT Other NR 112 Waste Source 
—— &. Shoreiine/Swimming Pool ALL 16. Clearwater Sump pia LE. Zs are 

6. Drillbole Dimensions Method of constructing upper enlarged 2 Ge 
nat Free ee en Peer c more thansene,) vs, fs viipiiiuecgs Geir, Macao, te ‘er fo 

pice |S a de ee Zhelve  BL Ze x -F a -— : 

Pe Bien eye Ce Ls a... WR 6 ‘ pes Oe Bl yahoa 2 tees Ve Lae || fon ene Fer F O 7.0ther la> | f ° z = ae lyin E5% WE ot b 
Be Material, Weight, Specification From T. = ; > Dia. fin Mfg. & Method of Assemb! te) ter 38k VE yp SeNDSICNE W>V3S 

; ? sac ; (25 Ce woe eet 26 lewd [Elkvmestene 93/35 
ties ruc ‘: 7S lasree pecrm geal | |B rey Deere [ss 

2 2 O : : 5 ee 

eine ofa bes pe _(9 bere | Se : us 2 < |. Pump Test Developed? EX Yee O) No ere | erie Ane [Se BB io & D,__._Stester Other Sealing Matarial - Pumping at £0. GPM for_2__ hours | “*P = 
Method = AAS) prom = To —sSacks | 15, Were ll unused, noncomplying, or unsale wpls properly filled with oealant? 

Kind of Sealidg Mater‘al Wey tft) Cement} O Yee £2 No thew Jee 
14 Signature of Well Constructor Date Signed Aton Céméet_|eeel 717 | 

Make additional comments oa reverse side about gealogy, etc. Valo WELL CONSTRUCTION REPORT QD
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UGNNS SUBSURFACE LAB DATA BASE < : 
LITHOLOGY REPORT 03/16/1992 ~ 

StQ #WZLLIO TOP BOTTON ROCKTYPE COLOR MODE RANGE NOTES DESCRIPTION 8 

1 710609 0. S. Cley _ Red brown ee ee Dolomitic.Much send, si(t,wh drilling aud.tr 5 
grens. ct 

2 710609 S. 10. Cley Red brow -° oo Dolomitic.Much send, sflt.Few grens.Tr wh 5 
drilting aud. 

3 710609 10. 15. Cley& send Red brow cvve Virvve Dolomitic.much dolic send, silt. Few grans. 4 
4 710609 1S. 20. Grevel Mad gy bn $ peb Gr/MP . Dolomite, chert,ss(dolic & pyrite 

contd), granite, gebbro, trap.Much send, slit.itl ~ 
rd bn cley. 

S$ 710609 20. 25. Gravel "xd gy bn $ peb Gr /wP Dolomite, chert, es(dolic & pyrite 
centd), granite, gebbro, trap.Much send.itl by 
silt,rd bn cley. 

6 710609 23. 30. Gravel Mxd gy bn $ peb Gr /MP Dolomite, chert, es(dolic & pyrite B 
cemtd), granite, gabbro, trep.Much send, efit.Lel Oo 
rd bn clay. 

7 ries 30. 3$. Oolonite Gy brow " Fr/n study breek Ltt uncon.Tr th chert, floating atz < 
sand, fosst( frags. P, 

8 710609 35. 40. Dolonite Gy brown " Fryvn tel uncon.tr wh chert, floating qtz 
send, fosst fregs,gn sh. § 

9 710609 40. 45. Dolonite Gy brow " Frvm Meny lemature ooliths(some qtz snd 
cored).Much floeting qtz send.tr mass 8 
gleuc,gn sh,clear cat xtals,bn sh 
pertings,cvd mat. C 

10 710609 45. 50. Dolomite Gy brown " Fr/n Many lemeture coliths.Ltl free qtz send.tr 
mass gleuc,gn gy sh,clear cel xtets,bn sh ez 
pertings. 

1% 710609 50. 5S. Dolomite Gy brown " Fr/ Tr (amature ool(ths, floating qtz send,en sy ~ 
sh,clear cal xtels,bn sh pertings. 

12 710609 55. 60. Dolomite Gy brow 4 Frm Tr floating qtz send,gn gy sh,cleer cal 
xtals,bn sh pertings. 

13 710609 60. 65. Dolomite Gy brow M Fry Much floating qtz send.?r gn gy sh,cleer cal a 
xtals,bn sh pertings, pyrite. 

4 710609 #8 65. 70. Dotomite | Gy brown " Frvn Ltl floating qtz send.ir on gy sh,cleer cal e 
xtels,bn sh pertings. al 

1S 710609 70. 80. No Sanple 
1S 710609 60. 8S. Dolomite Gy brown m Fnjm Much floaeting/free qtz send.tr mess gleuc,gn 

gy sh,clear cal xteis,bn sh pertings. 

16 710609 85. 90. Dolomite Dusky red " Frym Much sh metrix(pur to rd bn Interleyered u/ 
bt gy).itl cone floating/free qtz send.Ir 
mess gleuc,clear cal xtals,bn sh pertings. 

17 710609 90. 95. Dolomite Pt brow " Fn/M Lel floating/free qtz send.tr mess gleuc,gn 
gy sh,pur hem sh,clear cal xtals,bn sh 
pertings. 

18 710609 9%. 100. Dolomite Lt bn gy “ Fr/h Much floeting/free qtz sand.tr pyrite,cleer 
cel xtals,bn sh partings. 

19 710609 100. 105. Dolomite Lt gy to lt bn gy sf Fr/M Tr free qtz send, fluorite,cleer cel xtals,bn - 
_ sh pertings,gn gy sh,pl bn mice. N



i 
StQ #UELLID TOR 8 BOTTON ROCKTYPE COLOR MODE RANGE NOTES DESCRIPTION ° 

20 710609 105. 110. Dolomite Lt gy to it bn gy " Fry Tr floeting/free qtz send,mese -~ 
gleuc,pyrite,cleer cel xtels,bn sh Q 

. . pertings,gn gy sh,pl bn mica. 5 
21 710609 86110. 11S. Dolomite Lt bn egy " Frn/M Let floeting/free qtz send(less coarse then rt 

ebove-Fn), yl Ula steining.tr mess gleuc,cleer 5 
i cal xtels,bn eh pertings,gn gy sh. o 

22 710609 115. 120. Shale Dk rd bn co *- Studs lorem Nemetitic.Much dol(es ebove),qtz silt.Ltt pl 
en sh.tr pyrite,qtz send. Q 

23 710609 8 120. 125. Chert Yellow red & th ee ° Semple looks tike siliciffed ss and/or ~ 
sts.Much floating qtz elit/send,ih 6 silecs 
cemtd es.'r pyrite,rd bn shes ebove). . 

24 710609 125. 130. Chert White ee ee. Most of the chert {8 drusy formed.itt clear y 
drusy qtz,free qtz siit/send.tr wh @ sfilcs J 
centd es,cvd met. P. 

25 710609 130. 135. Chert & shale White & dk rd bn °° °- Chert:Most of the chert {8 drusy formed.Much 0 
VG alice cemtd ss.itl cleer drusy qtz, free 
qtz stit/send.tr < 
pyrite, coliths.shele:Nematitic.Ltt gy sh.tr P, 

. silt/Vfn-gleuc(esp u/ gy sh), mice, pyrite. © 

J 
: QO 

ot 4) 

O 
8 

: TMs Wosan Ve A € 

3\ \ulqa 4 
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Appendix V. Original Baumgart Well Construction Report eo} 

re pl eng all ig eee nea wlan Fam Site einen nant eR: Tweet naa J ; 

SG) Y°  Suateel Wicenda YE ES ores or j WELL CONSTRUCTORS REPORT: 4 +." : Departament of Netural Resouress tat White Copy ‘- Division's Copy Ferm 3300-15 Rev: 12-76 a me Bos 7921 Grosa Copy = Driller'sCopy 
SS Modiasa, Wisconsin 33707 Yetow Copy - Ownm'sCopy so 92 ure 

1. COUNTY : | CHECK (OnE: oo . 
Owe : DB town o oO faces LCE 6 Secon me roe Tange p. nawe” CI OWMERGSAGENT 97 Tuas OF Omsting CH~=k TOPE 2. LOCATION | pn *) Z oC teas C “ oa OR - Grid ot Street No. Steet Name ADDRESS 4 Z rp Ge Erm, 

——— c foe We) a AND - Wavailabls wbdivnion name, lot 4 block No. POST OFF Legh wt —---__ 
hak kesh Hove 5¥ Gol 

4. Distance is feet from well = Suiteng | Senitary Bios. Oram =| Sonitary Bios. Sewer | ——. nt To | Storm Gles. Orem =| Sto B84, Sewer tonemes: (Recoa | [| 63. Ower “G3. Gtner_— C5. Sewer Other Somenh Cl. Gunes TCI Oiner Seer sseeteine | Zed | ! ' i P [ae | Veal 
San,! Storm | Cs, |Otmer Somer | [eeeereeaS cco Otome a eure: stone 1 TO emwage 8 TT =a 

: s or : Sumo x : ‘ soa ' - Taspagetiaen z aS 
Piey Sot, weit: Noncontorming Existing | Sumurtece Pumer com oan Anwnat Anumes sve. on GL inoe 50 ; fa tnon Sitsee 

! ow Bet, Menconterming Canting >" m: cn oe NPLsm S10 |Sturane Teonen Or 

a) ee | ! ; ‘ ; _ 
eal EEO ROS Ra FSGS CNS OS TO On 

Stem ' Tone | Suructure i Tenn | Geouty Tyee) : 

: { i 
‘S. Well  mtonded 00 mppty water lor: 9. FORMATIONS TT 

=e ecw ea Kind From) 1 To (ft) 
6. DRILLHOLE a i 
De. ‘int! From itt.) ITo tft.) | Dia. tin.) | Fromift.) | To tft) 2 : i i 2 tom re td | Dia. tom 4 thE la _ sat -4. 

a wee ee : 5 f i : eles il | 1 | yen 
1 CASING, LINER, CURBING AND SCREEN S Pe 
Dia. (im) rem ani sere From ft.) _' To (ft, Lorre << | ¥s- | las pa 

! pack ole te nord A seme) ise babies | we lrg is L2 Le : : : s 

10. TYPE OF DRILLING MACHINE USED | 

8. GROUT OR OTHER SEALING MATERIAL © caste Teor Ol mea oe TS setting wien . 
King S Fromift.) i Toft) fen fr te lea tags | co “~ a 

} : foo Rotary-w/eriing | j Co wae 4 hixlel Lt Ce of Suto =o OC me 1 neverse rotary | ae 

| i = 
‘ ! Well construction com pleted oa Bee 2 i 

ll, MISCELLANEOUS DATA 2 wor 
$n Titi ww janet 4S inches O) telow “Se 

Depth (rom surtace to normal water levei Sok Fu | Well disinfected wpoa completion © Ya © No | 
Depth of v:ater level 

hen pumping 2G! _ Ft. seabuizet CX Yoo () No[wetlmsied watertight epce comphion £5) ves C) No | 

wan mmpierento Wi ales sea toon ek | 
m difficult tered, and dats reiating to nearby weils, screens, mas, Menod ¥ [lashing tne weil mechs of coment wand ts povang, asieg. ele saseld be pres on erewrey a 

$$ $$ $$ $$$ SC 
see a Wh . : COmPRVREER BUS. WELL DRILLING, INC. 

f 4 f- eee ea bone P.O. Box 49759-3301 

a
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* Appendix V. (continued) New Baumgart Well Construction Report . 

' Stace of Wiscensia 

5 Weill Construction Report For om Department of Naural Resources . 

VISCONSIN UNIQUE WELL NUMBER DS 338M dc, Pee War Senn W523. 

Ter) Ceaus QAA mre hee Medion WIssr07 
Tiag Asare I. 8 0 0 

You eaemiyayinte. e+ o Tiere 

o eo fu! 
I eae hag aera Re = ar Gomi er Sarees Asdrees er lend Noms smd Newman if svesimaien 

eet ew LB SN ese eh 
(45) crucepr (8 amet Regiscraoe / 2 Sark weil location | 

yy: in correct 40-ecre 
tee mii as SV (nS Sarcel of excame, | Gov't Loe sepia ech OM of 
Cad a x Section (>: T=) NN: R_\ 6 C= w 

1s. ade <czs 2 Well OC New 

cS Pee | we LEE, | eames Be ZS —- . Gy we wate : 

sect ef unique well § —___ comscructed in 19. 
$ tor new, replaced er reconstructed wail? 

7. Aa eo a\s a i 

4 Wed serves —/ of home andlor —_ tn comer at habs ee 

(ex: bern, restaurant. courch. scaool, induscry, otc) | Mgt Conemty Properey? © Yoo riled ‘= Driven Point C) Jecad C Other ____ 

Weal Locacea oe Higsaee. Poms Preparers Copa Siae Sy eee oa iipaeaan ane 2 tes = Neo Lf no. expiew on cack sce 

Wed Located in Floodpiain? DO Yes CH —— % SowuspouYard Hydrast —— 17. Waseewacer Sump 

Distance [n Feec From Weil To Nearest —_ 0. Py —— 18 Paved Animai Bara Pea 

—— 1b Lasctll —— $2 Fouscacion Drain te Clearwater. | —. 19. Animal Yard or Shelter 

ee —— > Building Overnang : —— 32 Fourcacon Drain to Sewer —— 2. Sie = Type — 

s=: Sepcc or Holding Tank —— *3 3uicicg Drain —— 21. Barn Gatter 

[LO 4. Sewage Absorption Unit T Last ir0e or Plastic 5 Other ——— 2 Masure Pipe C Gravity = Pressure 

—— 5. Nonconzorming Pit ——— 24. Saicing Sewer = Gravey C Pressere” CS Cast roe or Plasac CS Other 

4. Bused Home Heacng Oi Tanie——————_-. = - <ase- iron-on Plasme—S-Othes—— Other Manure Storage 

—— 7. Burec Pecoleum Tank —— 53. Coceccor or Street Sewer Other NR 113 Waste Source 

—— 3. StorriineSwumming Pool —— °3. Tsarvacer Sump 5 eS ac 
TY 

6. Drillbeie Dimensions | Slethod of conscruc—=g apper emurgea ays] % Geology Frm To 

Sem ee raat GSt,| Type CavingNoncavize, Color, Hardness. Etc. (a 
jim tiny :ft: Sh . - 

; le 2. Rotary — Mud Crcciacos: | ~ i 1 

O mre ig | & + Roary— ar ! (os 

oS 2 Rotary — Foam | i 
1 = mm Va ae 
! — 4. Reverse Rotary < Ss 

Sones 5. Cablecoot Bic __ => ia. anes 4 | i . 

~ j SS 6. Temp. Ourer Casing = ca. Nelias 

: ail Remevec? — Yes — No | : os 1 4 

| ; Uf 20. explain = | 

| e | (a) erty te BES Se . | 

i Comaq, Liner. Serves 2 ¢ 7 
Mazaral Weight. Specification Frm 72 iy ie ee ; 1" ih 

Die tim) ‘Miz. & Metnod of Assamoly ite: = fe: Keene) Meera 2! peste nical 

a | me = ” . . | 
C VLA: ae | wartace |< | 

- doo zen jo es |_| 
: ' 10. Stasie Water Level 1 Weillle 

| U | ; S. ft below ground sur‘ace La a © asee Grade 

: | U2. Pump Test Deveioped? Ye C No 
Pies alive 7s cee eee j ims ; 22 Zn % Disinfected? Fw o Ne 

eee Ss ; Capped? -- ‘a ! Ne 

c Grout or Other Seniag Masermi ; Pumps PM for__Z_ hours | OPT , 

Methed Free 2 Secs | 1+ _Jid yew permaneatiy sea. ail unusec, nemcompryug, or unsere wuls? 

“ Kind of Seaiing Material te) ‘fe: —Cacant| GGes No Tf 20, explain 
i : es Pose Di Or Registered gned 

ans ae sete yy Y 3 N Cf - Za 

! ; ae 2 Sa a ei 

@ 31a 20aitienns COMMERIS 08 FeveEDS BOD cae, Cee ONR ey Ge oa oan
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Appendix V. (continued) Original Voster Well Construction Report 

. STATE OF msCoNsIN 
WELL CONSTRUCTOR'S REPORT - DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT Wel 6 

—_—_———___ 
> 

Outaganie & Town (1 Villege O Cty center 
e =u, ase, wer bs eee ~- erties 

a cr: fe swe s ae" co nh Et Pj 
Toeenh Joh-ean : EOE a aA$_$Tp_@_?____ 

1694 = stenacje = smelecan ule 

Distance in feet from weil io nesresh | BouLUM arth 72s | rey o R ae cS zi w or w or ORAIN 
eserd enewer in eppreprions block) 2 | | Pe 12 | TLORAR WATEN DRAIN , SEPTIC Z"FRIVY) GEEPACE Fi LSSKPTION FIELD | au LS 7 ABANDONED WEIL T SINK HL . CL Tux 

4 | Not Installed 
OTREN POLLUTION socTices —vo amb os a he. ous.) 

6. Weil is intended to supply water for: 
Tits 

Sa-e 

7. ORILLHOLE 10. FORMATIONS 
Bre. in.) | treme) | tote) | diettnr | promi) | tol Sind From.) | Toit) zo [ere ae |e er ie Te de fae sacle tas TT satus Sidi a 8. CASING, LINER, CURBING, AND SCREEN 
Bie. Gin) Kind ond W. Prom tf.) Toit) is 23 

é tise crack steer [las | stsestame 92 
ested ae Oz PS Sandstone 15¢ 

9. GROUT OR OTHER SEALING MATERIAL — Kind fromthe) | tothe) 

Neat Cement | Sertoce | as : 

| Well_construction completed on Oct, 16 19 68 V1. MISCELLANEOUS DATA 
Yield tes Hn. ot ie Gpm | Well ls terminated = inches B tbeve Final rade 

Depth from surface to normal water level 50 fr_| Well disinfected upon completion G Yes (Ne 
Deoth to water level when pumping c ft. Well sealed watertight upon completion G Yes © No ' 

s Water sample sent to wea sleg) laboratory on: Oet. 22 WW ee 

Your opinion concerning other pollution hazards, information concerning difficulties encountered, and date relating to nearby wells, screens, seals, type of casing joints, methed of finishing the well, emount of cement used in grouting, blasting, sub- surface pumprooms, access pits, etc., should be given on reverse side. 

FL LA 
6 Fotary | yes SAipun ese oe senses ‘ > i, 7) Z , Reghtered Well Driller aero. alenory -t., cevaour, ots. 

Please de not write in space belew eo, ee 
'
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® Appendix V. (continued) New Voster Well Construction Report : 

‘State of Wissmmama 
Well Constraction Report For DO 0 legacies of Neca Rasoerens 

WISCONSIN UNIQUE WELL NUMBER ~ {Bicep 3 Privese Weser Sepwty — W2/2 

[WenvO “ware Yosters (ate ss 1526 O 1007 radiown, WI 6870 -” 

Pee sae 
eee Dr sass ema asia at fen 19 

Grid or o Rend Name ont té 

ie Sabdivescn Los 7 
Weil Conscructor |Busmess Nemes Regstrenoa / | > Mark weil location 

= oS 5s 7 i im correct 4O-ccre * 
= int paren of section. | Gov't Let @ or 51 _ Kh of De K of 

as Perel eae Ook 
ee ef emique well @ _____comeerectad in 19. 

3 Rencen fer new, replaced or revenstrected weil? 
““7Q)d well iron sroblem 

4 Naleone 1 tte ate ——__— | en Cte Bm 
tex: barn, restaurant, church, scheal, industry, ott) Me Comey Pree? CYe Em Foy hin C) Driven Polat () Jetted C) Other 

3 Well Located om Highest Pout of Property, Conmstens with the enera: Layout amd Sarrommamgs! 1 Yeo — No if no, expiam om beck mie 

Well Located in Fleodpiain? S Yeo D Ne —— 9. DownspoasYard Hydrant —— 17. Westewacer Sump 
Distance in Fess From Well To Nearest: —— °0 Privy —— 18 Paved Anmai Barn Pea 

—— |. Lenn 1S 12 Founasncs Draim to Clarwecer 19. Amal Yard or Shelter 
22 2 Building Overhang —— 12 Pounascen Dram to Sewer —— 20. Sio— Type 

T3T 3. Sepee or Holding Tank —— 13. Building Drain —— 21. Barn Getter 
21 4 Sewage Absorpcon Unit = Com ire or Plaeme C Other —— 2 Mamure Pipe 0 Gravity O Pressere 

—— 5S Nomcontanming Pit SL 14 Buiding Sewer ZGeevey C Pree S Cass tren or Plaome © Other 
——— 6 Bared Home Heasing OS Tank : ‘3 Coss tren ox Pinsnie C Other —— 3 Other Manure Storage 

—— 7. Burned Pecresem Tani: o——— 35 Collector or Strest Sewer Other NB 112 Waste Source 

—— 5%. ShereiineSwunming Poel ccm 26 Cearwaser Sump So EEE EEE 
rT 
3 Dellbets Otmemmens _feshea of cometrucang appar catenge 4% Gentexy From T 

Prom Te | attheio eniy. ; a Color, Hardness, Etc. (eye) 
Dia tim) ft) (fy 

| yb Remary — Md Cireniasion { : 
[seats | sen} Cl 2 Roary — Ae t M27, stones x s272) sures | 2 

2 a rere - Pam | ae rr 
| -- | | C 4 newerne Rotary sinestone | ose as 

—S_ 15S *3C) Ss Cobleconl Btn din. . l 
| | CO 6 Temp, Oucer Commg —__ a. dia. Sandstae os| +76 

: Removed? Yoo — Ne hoe | | 
’ If me, explain =a tone, sarse-cn= % shate!] *72/ +20 

| | Oitete 
SM 
tb Comng, Liner, Serean 

Mater. Weupkt. Specficesnsn ee) | 
Die. tims ; Method of fy tty 

: : : { 
Glee yiaet os |mmei cet = 

ae 

13.37% = | “| tal depth : 5 +2 
_ | j | 10 Stacie Woser Level 12 Weil ix 

lewcors steel, Drive | ——— & above ground level Ove 
20) Grade | | —=2. ft below ground surtace 12 = O Below 

_|shoe, Tonal | 535) Pep Tos Developed? © Yeo OC Neo 
eS Soy eae reo, =F To 120% Dinins 1 ve ONe 

as Gaara a : Pumpmng at "2 GPM fer_S__ hours | CaPPed? © ve O Ne 

Metied et oe Fre: To Sen 13. Did you permanencty seni ail unused. noncomprymg, or uneate wails? 

Kind of Sealing Maternal tf __-fes Cement} 2) Yeo () No Ty nese 
. 14 3a Pogst Driver gr negeceren D Date Signea 

Near sesens [ereee oes: LilnmA J Lo7 Q) . 

Mame eaciQoess COMMER C8 reverse mas s0Uut GeEGy, etc. 5 PED CONSTH ON REPOR 
z ONR Form 3300-774: Rev. 9-68
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Appendix V. (continued): Original Oison Well Construction Report 

Stat of Wisconsin NOTE: WELL CONSTRUCTOR'S REPORT Private Wate: Supply gilts Gory - Division's Copy. Form 3300-15 ee RBIS 
reen — Driller’ aes . 

Madison, Wisconsin $3707 Yellow Copy — Owner's Cony ROV 25 tz.- 

a . CHE! ONE: Name 
i De oan Tewn Ow TC cpg Ld 22 AA “ Sec § 3. NAME__(J OWNER CIAGENT AT TIME OF DRILLING CHECK (0 ONE 2. vocarion |“) gy [> 2A 9 Q): 2 OR — Grid or Street No. ISureci or Rosd Name "ADDRESS — ; aaa 

os, 4 a = . AND — If available subdivision name, lot & block No. OSE_0 Te one . eee as FRA 2 Sty 

4, Distance in fest from weil [Senttary Bio9. Drain | Sanitary Bias. Sewer] coeceMPo, | Storm Bid Drain | Storm Biay. Sewer sere | | | eee fo om) as — om een | ne ANS Street Sewer Holding | Sewage lon Uniti Manure ermDer or sn. [sm os tore See | eget Peete RR Hane 
[ort OD [secoaee Fee 

7 | Sa te pencmy neta sehen ea | age a 58 [ESR PES Er. 
2) Li Tank L 
Dorey, jatertignt Liquid [Manure fe Pond or Land [Manure Storage asin Otpant0ficr ibe) 

SCs? Eanes Ree Gee eee, paeees 
2 | Pertial Concrete Walls | 

‘S. Well is tended to supply water for: __]9- FORMATIONS : 
ST A LA Kind From (ft.) | To (ft.) 6. DRILLHOLE 

Dia. (in.)| From (tt.) [To (ft.) | Dia. (in) | Fromift.) | To (ft) Surface = 
sD leo Hep | | tk ee | le = 

Calenhel [1 vest leo hoy 
7 CASTRO sal, Ween MG MTEASGREEN | | . Dia. (in, Mfg. & Method of Assembi: From (ft.) ' To (ft. 

a cle Tee EY ! olA2 a i Zz I 

Pevhurettel | | / | Sleuth do : | 
ack, Asdn ol | fi | 

1 ha elo | | f/f | ae | 10. OF DRILLING MACHINE USED 
= x * Rotary-nammer 

8. GROUT OR OSHER SEALING MATERIAL © cavte Too! Coe ar TF setting witn 
Kind \Y Fromitt.) | To (ft. CO Rey ue | Bory temmer g cae 

5 
Sas per creas pn \Surface oO wale ene © Reverse Rotary | 

OAc o> \ | [| wea construction som don {-—/¢< we 
11. MISCELLANEOUS DATA *, [ | Swen Sant wade 
— z aM | Well is terminated SX inches ©) below e _ 

Depth from surface to normal water level <a On A | ell disinfected upon completion TT Ye CI No _ 
Depth of water level x : when pampim EO) Qired jell sealed watertight upon completion C¥-Yer 1) No 

7d - a4 CG wanna L216 SOA! __ myn [om KS 
‘Your opinion concerning other tion hazards, mformation concerning difficulties encountered, and data relsting to searby wells, screens, seals, method df 

finishing ths well woceet of coment toed in pete tice On, oes 

= Busi i : : eee \) R86 jusiness Name and Complete Malling Adarey Sct ros. Well Dring @ 

SUNWUNS OLA Nasheed Wet Deiter S523 Gab Fores Orive
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* Appendix V. (continued) Olson Lithology Report . . 

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey Geologic Log No: OU-623 
3817 Mineral Poiat Rosd, Madison, WI 53705 

SiaNeme: Dick and Sue Olsen Well Comary: OUTAGAMIE E ; pers: Diek and Sue Olssa Compisted: 10/1992 
Addewne: N6B06 Preach Roed Field Check: vr 

Seymour, WI 54165 Bb 
Driller(s): ‘Bill Van do Yeckt lonis92 Blevetion: 855" 

Bill Vea do Yookt Linaniges Well Use: Pounble N 
Engineer: Static Level: 40° 
Loessica: SW, SW,NW,NW 

Seo. 8, TZN, RISE Pump Test: Sec. 8 | 
Topo Nemes: Freedom 5 : Pumped ot 30 GPM for 2 hrs. with 20 ft. of drawdown, 
Map ies: 5 Specific Cap: 2 GPM/ft. 

Sem Red rl Hole Dineen 

Kae M. Manian 10° w 20 a 
Formations: 
Keweunse Formation, Simnipes Group, Tonti Member, Resdacwn Member ae Se Fema, Tual oy Sr 

= | a i 
iyi 9 N ’ ! Driller reporm Clay. t 

i | 
| 9.0 No Samo! | Driller repere Limestone. | ! 0.0 | eeeeerresoeean| 

F 
“ ‘ 

| Tt . 
t 

1 

| | 

Gc 
a 

Q | 
, | 

41° 

_. 0.0 | 

; : . 
° 

t 
T . : | 
€ * 
s 

| | 
| 
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Appendix V. (continued) Olson Lithology Report (continued ) @ 
7 

Geologic Log No: OU-623 
ne wore Devos eurNensn et ar) 0.0 aa | rs ‘ , 

se  L ite are Rad to wrmd.Lii Cdk be to clone sacs com.Tr G pyres com.mafic imol.qu uilwh 
130.0 HE gee thigh rex 

' a Ease | Semicon Bi Rand to wred.Tr G dk be to clear wile com.G pyrite oom-mafe mcl@u owe 0.0 ec oR R Rat yc v6 ike ghar, Much frosts 
- t jo | z Vai Pad to wrad.Tr G dk bu to clear eile com.G pyras com mai mclqa uiwh ba Q eee us Vf sues sh rae, Much fre t eon crue gy Val Rad to wrad.Tr G dk be to clear sdce com.G pyres com.mahc molqa wiwh a | 150.0 ee M VG ns part, Mach fr Rea scene i Vol Rad wo wrad.Tr G dk be to clear sslce com.G pyrue com. mafic tclqar sik.wh | ) ine M VG 2 fat, Much fr: sony EERE | Sandan —__iv Rad to wrnd.Tr G dk be t0 clear osies com.G pyres com.mafic mela oll.wh 60.0 fe aca AER T Vi < siice oh.rest, Much frost 160.0 fee Seodecee 'V ol bo Rad to ered. Tr G dk be to clear sclce com.G Pyrae commafic mci.qur out. wh 

170.000 ENE ga Voi bs 4 Pad to wred.Tr G dk be wo clear sue com.G pyrne com.mafic imcl qu sdt.wh 
175.000 fehedd en R Semdemone __iV pi hn __ Rint to wren. Tr G ak be to clear sacs com.G pyras com malic mol qu si wh 330.0 fee us iv iy siice oh. ruet, Much frose 180.0 fe sSSea § v Rad to wrna.Tr G dk ba to clon slce cove.C pyrns com.mafic mcl.qa sik rast Much i 

i vasa Pig tge Bae En POLE gee we fe VC Towns. Lil wh sila oh, | { 185.0 0 2 “SHBesH Samipions___V plbg___ Rad to wrmd. Lil G sik com. rut Tr O pyres com.matic mclqu uit nl ba vummewi | 330°! oO ‘ yy i ViVi 2 r 
1 i 90.0 i ik F su , Siicoous. Beth cotors of sanies arv thanly mucrmyered. Much free qa mana/na. Lil qa mE T? as. ii HH ii het —___ Doi mai nica = Teta nee 

I 25.00 fe oge SRE Sapiens 3d gy & orange ‘Subrad to rad. Much VG suce comtalmost a coer. color vanes from org 0 pk lo wh & rd , 229.0 PTH apbeiia t ik Vin Vi afr > LG pyime comen cy shmic inci .arr 9 han her rust : 1 2000 beg eo iamisions___"Ré-botoukny tn Subang to rad.Muca VG wie ceamcoer-lite.frosamg.Lil rd ba hea ab.Tr G bemxc ooaG 1 | ope be eee we Vewvi Dente ceM.ER XY sn,malic nciges ruhwh seedy cherry ! (239 Ps ESET Sppgeone 2d basor x dk cd bn Susang to rad.Mch VG mie commalmet a bt. color varus from org to pk to wn & rd bui.immg. : { 210.0 TENET "we iw vi rd bn bema: on Few soe ut pyrite cemenic incl.otr sik. sherun : jg: 2100 eae} Shetette____ rd. bn.or 8 Gk ri bo” Sb: Rd be @ 71 orcher.Sucsous.Hemanic.Samdy.Se:Sabrad to rad.Much VG silos comtahaon'® coon f io tap Vivi shove) fromune, Fee sec om greet write ce clot wik.wh capt cherasy 5) 230 ay“ pea Tea id. bnct ak m1 ba Sh:Rd ba & y\ orcher.Silceows. Hemntmc.—andy.Se:Subrad to rad.Much VG silce coutalmont « cost s mle fsa yaa yc ViVi pore). fre Few sec oe grows prrite ce i 1. aor ei shen. 3} 20.0 i ape Sendeose____'Pi.ey dk rita" Subrad to rad.Much VG sce com{aiment a chert on above),frostng.Lil dt rd be bear or bee aor 7M pee eee Vvinev "oc grow prime cemaimefic inci ty cherben gy shar | NO DS.0 0 Fede eS Smminont___Pi. sr. skrun | Subred to rac. Much G exon comsome chert-ie).frostng.Li! dk be bees obcFow oo aa a poe Vi “ srowtbe Tr G ove os Rw wh magy cheri yl orcher sh. rast, ' £] 30.0 yi: on HY Shale & we {Dk nd on pe gy St:Hemennc. Lil yi orcar sh(imserveied).sund.Se:Subrad to rad.Muca G silcs coamur cher ($ Lee oo a ab a7 is). frosmng, Few sec ag growth, Tr G pvrne corm mafic wmcl.oc iy cherun { § | 35.0 SOP EEENE SA] Semdguome Pk gy & dic ro bo Subrad to red.Much G siice comiscme chert-like).frosung. Lil dk ri be heanic sh. Few sec cz 1 ai SUES SHEETS aT; ‘grows G pyrite com mafic mel >o sendy cherien sy so.vl orcher sba0y | j 240.0 ; a a Ss Dark rs ‘Subrad to rad. Much G to VG silce comsome caor-like).frosting.Lti dk rd ba hems sh Few enc 235.0 _ sect “ Vf creat G pyre cs fic meio vt ty cherten xy prsber o ? 
| Paso P = apa | Sandee R j Subrad 10 red.Li! G to VG silce comsome cht-lite) Much freig.Few wh eolites(silcefied dol. quz 

Q Race 4 iaiV' Lev cles sheridk rs orcher sb.r 
ro’ | 260.0 En f wn fic mclos cher dk 99 ore price mca. ry 260.0 32s Sees Siwons —__"Diry crv rg Ang. Murs G wo VG silce coun(some cher-lite),frowung.qt sult.rad qu sand(M/VC). Lil dk rd be 365.0 z=. ==) W/V fp jai En eroper sh. Tr 34 cs um Bua 345.0 fae Silene TDinm or vine ‘Ang. Much G to VG mice to detic comiseme ceirlike).frmg.qt wik.rad qu: mnd(M) Lil ak rd 220.9 SSERSr5i in/V 6 ulFr be orcner ‘covk/V fos Pere mare S cy ph interived w/ rt be), rust 270.0 | ore Samdmone Dirty or ra bp = Ang. Much G to VG suce to dolic com.tresmng.qer sut_rad qt snad(M/C).Li) dk rd be ohouk/Fe us| 375.0 s V tov Fr vfs ci Siorchr here matic een mace dk £m cy sh imterinvered &/ 1 boi.ruet 
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= Appendix V. (continued) Olson Lithology Report (continued) . 
Geologic Log No: 0U-623 

Lae | Sc nee ee 
ik aa | i ee ae | 
Een an ff o_o aim aaekeeasanme | 
i ee ee ee ee 

ee ee ee ey 
End Of Log 
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